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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
November 13, 1982
The Board of Regents of Murray State University met November 13, 1982, in
the Board Room, Third Floor, Wells Hall, on the campus of the University. The
meeting was called to order at 9:30a.m. by Chairman Richard L. Frymire,
presiding, and Mr. Bill Morgan gave the invocation.

I

The following members of the Board were present:
M. Ronald Christopher
Richard L. Frymire
Michael N. Harreld
J. William Howerton
Robert Lawton
Jere McCuiston
Bill Morgan
Steve West
B. M. Westberry
Alan Whitehouse
Present also for the meeting were Dr. Constantine W. Curris, President;
Mrs. Patsy R. Dyer, Secretary of the Board; Mr. James 0. Hall, Treasurer of
the Board; Dr. Marshall Gordon, Vice-President for University Services; Dr.
Frank Julian, Vice-President for Student Development; Dr. James Booth, Interim
Vice-President for the Academic Program; Mr. James Overby, University Attorney;
Mr. James "Buck" Hurley, President of the Murray State Alumni Association;
visitors and members of the news media.
Agenda
The following agenda was presented for the meeting:

I

AGENDA
for
Meeting of the Board of Regents
Murray State University
November 13, 1982
1.

Minutes of the Meetings of the Board held on September 18, 1982, and
September 27, 1982

2.

Report of the President

3.

Report of the Treasurer

4.

Old Business
A.

5.

Recess for Committee Meetings
A.

I

6.

Adoption of Bylaws

Academic Affairs

B.

Investments

C.

Student Life

Committee Reports
A.
B.

c.

D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Academic Affairs
Athletics
Audit
Buildings and Grounds
Development
Finance
Investments
Student Life
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7.

Faculty Personnel/Payroll Items
A.

Resignations

Name

Assignment

Effective

Martha D. McDonald
Larry J. Salmon

Clinical Instructor, Nursing
Asst. Prof., Special Education

10/ 8/82
12/31/82

B.

Adjustments in Salary

Name

Assignment

Change/Explanation

Phillip D. Sparks

Asst. Dean, Environmental
Sciences

Ruby S. Black

Asst. Prof., Nursing

John G. Taylor

Professor, Instruction &
Learning

Debbie S, Wattier

Instructor, Journalism &
Radio-TV

Vernon W. Gantt

Professor, Speech and
Theatre

Roy V. Kirk

Prof., Management &
Marketing

Larry D. Guin

Asst. Prof., Accounting &
Finance

Richard A. Walter

Visit. Lect., Accounting &

$200 p/mo for directing
CAUSE Spin-off projects
and workshops,
effective 9/1/82-6/30/83
$150 for Nursing
Workshop effective
9/23/82
$362.60 for Personal
Profile System
workshop, Nursing
Continuing Education
effective 9/23/82
Returning from
maternity leave
effective 9/27/82
$33,475 p/yr effective
10/1/82--6/30/83 as
Interim Chairman during
Dr. Booth's term as
Interim Vice President
$60 for consultant fee
to West KY Small
Business Development
Center effective
9/21/82 (3 hrs)
$160 for consultant fee
to West KY Small
Business Development
Center effective
9/21/82 (8 hrs)
$320 for consultant fee
to West KY Small
Business Development
Center effective 9/1/82
(16 hrs)
$60 for consultant fee
to West KY Small
Business Development
Center effective
9/21/82 (3 hrs)
$500 follow-up and
evaluation June
workshop, planning fall
workshop effective
9/1/82
$2,000 for Center for
Academic Advising
Director effective
8/1/82--5/31/82
Consultant, West KY
Small Business

Finance

Fred L. Miller

Asst. Prof., Management &
Marketing

Judith S. Payne

Instructor, Home Economics

(reimbursed Vocational Ed)

James D. Earnest

Associate Prof., English

Edmond D. Fenton

Visit. Lecturer, Acct. &
Finance

Development Center,

$120 for 5/26/82 (6
hrs)

I

I

I
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I

I

R. B. Barton

Assoc. Prof., Management &
Marketing

Robert A. Valentine

Instructor, Speech &
Theatre

Paul R. McNeary

Asst. Prof., Industrial
Education

Connie J. Boltz

Counselor & Instructor,
Counseling & Testing
Center

Harold E. Eversmeyer

Professor, Biological
Sciences

Kenneth H. Wolf

Assoc. Prof., History

Charles R. Duke

Professor, English

Joan K. Stranahan

Asst. Prof., Instruction &
Learning

Wadi Mahfoud

Professor, Mathematics

Robert A. Valentine

Instructor, Speech &
Theatre
Project Director, Adult Ed.
Training Project

Lawrence H. Moore

James W. Hammack

Professor, History

Roy V. Kirk

Prof., Management &
Marketing

William J. Whitaker

Assoc. Prof., Engineering
Technology

James Weatherly

Chairman, Engineering
Technology

I

C.

$400 for consultant to
West KY Small Business
Development Center
effective
7/27/82--8/20/82
$100 for 15 features
for CROSSROADS, KY
Humanities Council
Grant-Radio
$800 for six one-day
workshops Spring
Semester 1982; payable
5/8/82; Vocational
Educa. Exper. for
Guidance Counselors
$450 for Elderhostel
Workshops 7/18--31/82;
Conferences &
Continuing Education
$600 for Elderhostel
Workshops 7/180031/82;
Conferences &
Continuing Education
$300 for Elderhostel
workshop 7/18--31/82;
Conferences &
Continuing Education
$1,000 for' consultant
on writing to West KY
public schools; Fall
Semester 1982
$500 for Madisonville
off-campus
instructional program
effective 9/10/82
$3500 for Presidential
Research Fellowship for
Summer 1982
$1515 for extra classes
during Fall semester
From $25,070 p/yr to
$27,246 p/yr effective
9/1/82--6/30/83; annual
adjustment
$75 for Oral History
Seminar effective
10/29/82
$20 p/hr consulting
w/clients of West KY
Small Business
Development Center,
effective 10/1/82
$575 for workshop on
Energy Conservation
10/29/-30/82 and
11/10-11/82
$400 for Energy
Conservation workshops
10/29-30/82 and
11/11/82 and 11/18/82

Employment

Name

Assignment

Hughie G. Lawson

Researcher & Lecturer
Local & Community
History Project, KY
Humanities Grant

Salary
$ 2,800 p/mo

Effective
6/1/82--7/31/82
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Paul Lyons, Jr.

Director, part-time
Fire Protection
Training Projects
Grant
Martha W. Moore
Visiting Instr.,
Speech & Theatre,
part-time
full-time
Adjunct Visit. Prof.,
Frank Zucconi
Nursing, Preparing
Rural Clin. Grant
Program
Nancey E. M. France Clinical Instr.,
Nursing
D.

7,791.66 for

8/1/82--6/3/83

3,600
8,000
10,200

for
for
for

10/1/82--12/31/82
1/1/83--5/31/83
8/1/82--5/31/83

11,900

for

11/1/82--5/31/83

I

Extra Compensation
1.

Adjunct (Fall Semester)

Name

Assignment

Amount

Billy Joe Rayburn
Matthew S. Sanders

Real Estate 132-01
Journalism 194-02

Rose M. Gregory

Journalism 591-02

Dennis Harrell
Gregory L. Campbell

Vocational-Education 540-75
English
(replacement for F. Lovell,
on medical leave)

$1,000.00
312.50 (8/21-9/24/82)
312.50 (8/21-9/24/82)
1,261.00
2,000.00

2.

Overload (Fall Semester)

Name

Assignment

Amount

Thomas B. Posey
Charles A. Homra
Mark H. Reinhardt

Psychology 180-08
Psychology 260-01
Journalism 194-01

Roger Haney

Journalism 297-01

James P. Matthai
Gary D. Jones
Harold G. Robertson
William D. Shoaff

Geosciences
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics

$1,000
1,000
312.50 (8/21-9/24/82)
312.50 (8/22-9/24/82)
1,000
100 (9/20--9/30/82)
100 (9/20--10/1/82)
100 (9/20--9/28/82)

3.

320
540
560
565

I

Extended Campus

Instructor

Course

Place

Robert Fox

Helping to organize extended campus

Amount
$

500.00

courses at Henderson, Hopkinsville,

and Madisonville.
Sam Stegar
Adjunct Faculty

RES 226-75

Princeton

1,000.00

Regis Beighley
Adjunct Faculty

esc

512-75

Ft. Campbell

1,000.00

John Farrell
Associate Professor

ENT 691-75

Ft. Campbell

1,165.00

Ben Humphreys
Professor

GUI 683-75

Ft. Campbell

288.00

Richard Hazler
Assistant Professor

GUI 693-76

Ft. Campbell

288.00

I

H5
George James

POL 670-75

Ft. Campbell

288.00

Mark Wattier
Assistant Professor

POL 671-75

Ft. Campbell

288.00

Charles O'Neal
Adjunct Faculty

SEH 101-75
(6 sem. hrs.)

Ft. Campbell

2,000.00

S. M. Matarazzo
Professor

ADM 669-75

Hopkinsville

320.00

Ray Moore
Associate Professor

ELE 631-75
SEC 631-75

Hopkinsville

300.00

Truman Whitfield
Associate Professor

ELE 647-75

Hopkinsville

300.00

Richard Usher
Professor

ELE 650-75
SEC 650-75

Hopkinsville

300.00

Carol Peterman
Adjunct Faculty

REA 522-75

Hopkinsville

1,000.00

Jerome Hainsworth
Professor

SEC 622-75

Hopkinsville

300.00

Paul McNeary
Assistant Professor

VTE 470-76
VTE 570-76

Owensboro

720.00

Steve Davis
Adjunct Faculty

ACC 490-92

Owensboro

1,000.00

Francis Spreng
Adjunct Faculty

MGT 656-92

Owensboro

No Salary

Garth Petrie
Associate Professor

ELE 634-76
SEC 634-76

Mayfield

120.00

Bobby Malone
Professor

ELE 634-75
SEC 634-75

Mayfield

120.00

Thomas Holcomb
Professor

GUI 592-75

Mayfield

128.00

Charles K. Guthrie
Does not have faculty
rank

ADE 652-75

Elizabethtown

Franklin Fitch
Adjunct Faculty

ELE 626-76
SEC 626-76

Henderson

600.00

Doris Mills
Adjunct Faculty

ELE 691-75
SEC 691-75

Henderson

1,000.00

Janet Mitchell
Assistant Professor

SED 600-75

Henderson

1,375.00

Dennis Harrell
Adjunct Faculty

VTE 540-75

Madisonville

No Salary

William Ryan
Professor

ADM 630-75

Madisonville

512.00

S. M. Matarazzo
Professor

ADM 650-75

Madisonville

512.00

Terry Wilson

ELE 515-75
SEC 515-75

Madisonville

480.00

ELE 602-75

Madisonville

No Salary

Associate Professor

I

I

I

Instructor

Joan Stranahan
Assistant Professor

'

1,000.00
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Randy Swann
Associate Professor

ENT 594-75

Madisonville

No Salary

Ben Humphreys

GUI 636-75
GUI 686-75

Madisonville

512.00

Bonnie McNeeley
Visiting Lecturer

MGT 550-75

Madisonville

512.00

Vernon Shown
Associate Professor

SEC 645-75

Madisonville

480.00

Joan Stranahan
Assistant Professor

ELE 634-77
SEC 634-77

Madisonville

No Salary

Joseph Fuhrmann
Assistant Professor

IDC 102-75

Eddyville

1,135.00

Wayne Sheeks
Professor

PHI 103-75

Eddyville

1,135.00

Carroll Harrison
Associate Professor

SAT 161-75

Eddyville

1,135.00

Adam Lanning
Associate Professor

soc

331-75

Eddyville

1,135.00

Kenneth Winker

CRJ 595-76
CRJ 676-76

Eddyville

240.00

Jeffre Dreyer
Adjunct Faculty

POL 575-76

Eddyville

1,000.00

Arvin Crafton
Associate Professor

ADM 630-76

Paducah

240.00

James Willis
Associate Professor

ADM 669-76

Paducah

256.00

Douglas Huffman
Associate Professor

CIS 490-90

Paducah

256.00

Garth Petrie

ELE 601-75

Paducah

240.00

Joseph Baust
Assistant Professor

ELE 608-75

Paducah

240.00

John Taylor

ELE 609-75
SEC 609-75

Paducah

240.00

Professor

William Price
Professor

ELE 692-75
SEC 692-75

Paducah

240.00

Charles Duke
Professor

ENG 526-75

Paducah

1,135.00

John Devine
Professor

FIN 330-90

Paducah

256.00

Lowell Latta
Assistant Professor

GUI 692-76

Paducah

256.00

Tom Wagner

GUI 693-75

Paducah

256.00

Melvin E. Page
Associate Professor

HIS 561-75
HIS 661-75

Paducah

1,135.00

Roy Kirk

MGT 651-90

Paducah

256.00

Professor

Instructor

I

I

Associate Professor

Associate Professor

Professor

I

I

Delbert Honchul
Adjunct Faculty

MGT 651-94

Paducah

1,135.00

Martha Clark
Assistant Professor

NUR 307-76
(4 sem. hrs.)

Paducah

240.00

Martha Clark
Assistant Professor

NUR 308-76
(4 sem. hrs.)

Paducah

240.00

Larry Salmon
Assistant Professor

REA 501-75

Paducah

240.00

Ray Moore
Associate Professor

SEC 641-75

Paducah

240.00

Allan Beane
Assistant Professor

SED 502-75

Paducah

1,135.00

Pat Trevathan
Adjunct Faculty

VTE 540-76

Paducah

No Salary

Terry Wilson

ELE 515-76
SEC 515-76

Benton

120.00

Richard Usher
Professor

SEC 622-76

Benton

120.00

Frank Adelman
Associate Professor

VTE 363-75
VTE 563-75

Morganfield

540.00

James Whitledge
Adjunct Faculty

VTE 470-75
VTE 570-75

Morganfield

1,000.00

Frank Adelman
Associate Professor

VTE 471-75
VTE 571-75

Morganfield

540.00

Ruby Krider
Adjunct Faculty

SAT 510-75

Paris, TN

900.00

Instructor

I

4.

I

Conferences & Continuing Education (Non-Credit Courses)

Name

Course

Amount

Effective

Betty Boston

Securities & Investing:
How It Affects You

$229.50

10/14--11/22/82

Richard Gray

Introduction to Computing
for Personal and Business
Applications I

495.00

10/19--11/9/82

Linda Haverstock

Dancaerobics

468.75

9/13--11/17/82

Cathy Mattis

Dancaerobics

468.75

9/13--11/17/82

Patsy Nichols

Word Processing

393.75

10/12--11/2/82

LaVerne Ryan

Refresher Typing

418.00

10/14--12/9/82

Alma L. Tracy

Bridge (Advanced)

120.00

10/5--11/16/82

Ruth Eversmeyer

Cake Decorating (Basic)

220.50

10/4-18/82

Charles Thurman

Ballroom and Western Dancing

225.00

10/11--11/8/82

Phillip Tibbs

Income Taxes (Individual)

356.25

10/4--11/1/82
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8.

Staff Personnnel/Payroll Items
A.

Resignations, Retirement

Resignations
Name

Assignment

Effective

James R. Schaeffer
L. David Fannin
Sammy K. Hicks
Gene D. Kimbro
Phyllis J. D'Angelo
Victoria Beaver
Rosalee Badger

Patrol Officer A, Pubic Safety
Stockroom Wkr., Food Services
Custodian, Physical Plant
Automotive Mechanic, Physical Plant
Computer Operator, CAUSE Grant
Model, Art Department
Adm. Sec., Alumni Affairs

10/28/82
10/ 4/82
10/29/82
9/30/83
9/ 1/82
10/ 6/82
10/18/82

Name

Assignment

Effective

Howard F. Wendt

Inventory/Warehouse Foreman,
Purchasing & General Services
Cashier, Food Services

12/ 9/82
10/31/82

Name

Assignment

Effective

Anna L. Brittain

Dishroom Wkr., Food Services

I

Retirements

Phyllis R. Clary
B.

c.

Disharged

9/17/82

Termination of Contract
Effective

Name

Assignment

Devry S. Rogers

Secretary, Jackson Purchase Area
Health Education System
Director, Jackson Purchase Area
Health Education System
Upholsterer, Purchasing & General
Services

Pamela G. Underwood
Allen F. Hormann

D.

6/30/82
6/30/82

I

10/ 8/82

Leave of Absence

Name

Assignment

Effective

Hazel C. Morton

Adm. Sec. III, Dean's Office
Industry & Technology
Adm. Sec. III, President's Office
Laborer A., Breathitt Veterinary
Center

10/9/82--10/8/83

Mayre P. Briggs
*Teresa L. Jones

9/24/82
12/ 2/82

*military leave
E.

Adjustments in Salary

Name

Assignment

Change/Explanation

Clifton J. Summerville

Sr. Systems Programmer,
Computing & Information
Systems
Patrol Officer A, Campus
Safety

From $27,750 p/yr to
$30,000 p/yr effective
10/1/82
From $5.39 p/hr to
$5.63 p/hr effective
10/2/82; completion of

Robert B. LaMore

law enforcement

training program

I
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I

James R. Jeffrey

Inventory/Warehouse
Foreman, Purchasing &
General Services

Stan R. Key

Director, Conferences &
Continuing Education

Vernon M. Hayes
Rhonda J. Brunson

Senior Carpenter, Breathitt
Veterinary Center
Adm. Sec. III, Dean's Office
Industry & Technology

Ellen L. Goldberg

Programmer, Computing &
Information Systems

Carol A. Thurmond

Paraprofessional, Adult
Basic Education, P-T

Louise Benrock

Paraprofessional, Adult
Basic Education, P-T

Stan R. Key

Asst. Dir., Continuing Ed.

From Deliveryman/
Laborer G4 at $4.36
p/hr to Foreman G9 at
$5.69 p/hr effective
10/16/82
$200 p/mo extra
effective
10/4/82--6/30/83 while
serving as Director
during P. Deaver's
transfer to Adm. Asst.
to President
Returned from leave of
absence 9/29/82
From $4.62 p/hr System
6 Operator, I & T
Training Service to
$5.69 p/hr, Adm. Sec.
effective
10/11/82--10/7/83
From Prog. Trainee at
$5.13 p/hr to
Programmer at $13,000
p/yr effective 9/13/82
From $4.46 p/hr to
$4.68 p/hr effective
9/1/82--6/30/83; annual
adjustment
From $4.46 p/hr to
$4.68 p/hr effective
9/1/82--6/30/83; annual
adjustment
$275 for Energy
Conservation Consortium

I

Donna C. Harris

Coord., Institutional
Research Strengthening
Dev. Institution Program

Sheila R. Rue

Producer, "Crossroads," KY
Humanities Council

Elizabeth G. Pasco

Promotions Coord., WKMS
Special Fund

Jane Krabill

Production Coord., WKMS-FM
KY Humanities Council
Grant
Secretary, Home Economics
& Child Studies

Rebecca R. West

I

Wanda F. Dick

Secretary, Adult Education
Energy Conservation

James E. Wilson

Upholsterer, Purchasing &
General Services
Stockroom Wkr., Food
Services

Randall L. Oeding

Donna M. Hurt

Cashier, Food Services

workshop 7/22-23/82
From $15,000 p/yr to
$16,500 p/yr effective
7/1/82; annual
adjustment
From $11,250 p/yr to
$12,250 p/yr effective
7/1/82--12/31/82;
annual adjustment
From $9,880 p/yr to
$10,700 p/yr effective
7/1/82; annual
adjustment
$106 for supervisor of
radio project,
effective 6/6/82
$300 for preparation
for four workshops for
January through June
1982
From $4.49 p/hr to
$4.81 p/hr effective
8/1/82--6/30/83; annual
adjustment
Returning from leave of
absence 10/11/82
From $4.03 p/hr
Beverage Line Wkr. to
$4.62 p/hr Stockroom
Wkr. effective 10/25/82
From $6.26 p/hr
Supervisor to $4.71
p/hr Cashier effective
11/1/82

:zo
Jeff S. Culver

Beverage Line Wkr, Food
Services

Ruth F. Cunningham

Supervisor, Food Services

Rhonda F. Lamb

Baker, Food Services

Dwain F. Mcintosh

Asst. Dir., Information &
Public Services

Stan R. Key

Asst. Dir., Conferences &
Continuing Education

Paul Hester

Painter Utility A G8,
Physical Plant

James L. Geurin

Pots & Pans Wkr., Food
Services

From $4.62 p/hr
temporary Stockroom
Wkr. to $3.89 p/hr
Beverage Line Wkr.
(permanent) effective
10/25/82
From $4.90 p/hr Baker
to $6.14 p/hr
Supervisor, effective
11/1/82
From $3.84 p/hr
Dishroom Wkr. to $4.62
p/hr Baker, effective
11/1/82
$200 p/mo for Acting
Director effective
7/1/82
$325 for Energy
Conservation workshops
on 10/29-30/82 & Nov.
11 and 18, 1982
From G7 to G8 and from
$5.29 p/hr to $6.22
p/hr effective 10/30/82
From temp. Cook at
$4.35 p/hr to Pots &
Pans Wkr. at $3.77 p/hr
effective 11/1/82;

I

return of worker he was

temp. replacing
F.

Employment
Assignment

Angela F. Rogers

System 6 Operator,
$
Industry & Technology
Training Services

Linda J. Myhill

4.94
temporary
120.00
Consultant, West KY Small
Business Development
Center (6 hrs)
4.35
Secretary, Adult Basic
Education (part-time)
4.50
Computer Oper. I, Computing
& Information Systems,
(part-time)
5.50
Computer Oper. I (20 hr/wk)
5.13
Programmer Trainee (20
hr/wk), Computing &
Information Systems
700.00
Chemical Technician,
Chemistry
4.35
Secretary, CAUSE Grant,
(part-time)
19,804.80
Coordinator, Adult

Charles N. Walston
Laurie J. Hancock
Michael W. Hankey
Jack Kerr

Thomas H. Pritchett
Madelyn M. Crysler
Charles K. Guthrie

Effective

Salary

Name

4.62 p/hr 10/11/82

Secretary, Geosciences

p/hr 9/13-17/82
for

E. Susan Sammons
M. Cynthia Flood
Earl W. Crick

Adult Basic Education
20,700.00
Curriculum Specialist,
Fire & Natural Gas
Training
Curriculum Specialist,
17,250.00
Industry & Technology
Training Services
Secretary, Fire & Natural
4.90
Gas Training
Curator, Wrather
500.00
Humanities Grant
Laborer G1, Physical Plant
3.52

9/21/82

p/hr 9/17/82
p/hr 10/ 4/82
p/hr 10/ 4/82
p/hr 10/ 4/82
p/mo 10 1/82
p/hr 8/20/82
for

Learning Center,

Roger B. Burgess

I

9/1/82-6/30/83

p/yr 7/1--8/31/82
for

9/1/82-6/30/83

p/hr 7/1/82-6/30/83
p/mo 7/1/82-6/30/83
p/hr 9/13/82

I

Eddie 0, Ramsey
Jamie G. Harrell
Brenda A. Warren
Richard J. Mj os
Katherine L. Whittaker

I

Gary L. Crum
Mildred S. Nichols
LaDonna K. Slayter
Kit W. Wesler
Ann Henry
Brenda K. Potts
Paul L. Robertson
J. Michael Vance
Alan L. Hargrave
Rosemary Warner

I

Elizabeth Whitmer
Pamela R. Treas
Roger D. Johnson
Naydean Rutledge
Carol J. Doyle
Curtis J. Gray
Bartholmew J. Toth
Kristine G. Collie
Paul E. Woods
Donna Inman
G.

I

Laborer G1, Physical Plant
3.52
Painter A G7, Physical
4.95
Plant
Consultant, Handicapped
1,500.00
Training Project
Graphic Artist, Local & 1,800.00
Commun. History Project,
KY Humanities Grant
Secretary, Agricultural
300.00
Education Enrichment
Program Project
Director, Energy
1,600.00
Management Assistance
1,712.00
Grant Program
Asst. Coord., Adult
4.90
Learning Center
Secretary, Adult Basic
4.43
Education
Contract Archaeologist,
1,166.67
Arch. Heritage Grant
Consultant, CAUSE Grant
3,275.00

p/hr 9/13/82
p/hr 9/13/82
for

6/1/82

for

6/1--12/31/82

for

5/10--6/11/82

p/mo 5/1--6/30/82
p/mo 7/1/82-6/30/83
p/hr 9/1/82-6/30/83
p/hr 8/16/82-6/30/83
p/mo 9/1/82-2/28/83
for 8/1/82-5/31/83
4.35 p/hr 9/1/82

Clerk/Typist, Development
Office (part-time)
Serviceman B G9, Physical
5.69 p/hr
Plant
Food Services, temp. worker
3.70 p/hr
Coord., Residence Halls 13,000.00 p/yr
& Director, Hart Hall,
Housing
Adm. Asst./Sec., West
5.03 p/hr
KY Small Business
Development Center
Model, Art, temp., p-t
4.50 p/hr
Recept./Clerk, Purchasing,
4.62 p/hr
temp.
Sign Graphics Designer,
3.80 p/hr
Physical Plant
Sub. Wkr., Food Services
3.70p/hr
Sec. II G7, Industrial Ed.
4.94 p/hr
temp.
Deliveryman/Warehouse
4.11 p/hr
Laborer, Purchasing &
General Services
Patrol Officer A, Public
5.29 p/hr
Safety
Adm. Sec. G7, Alumni
4. 94 p/hr
Affairs
Automotive Mech. A G11,
6.66 p/hr
Physical Plant
Model, Art, (temp, p-t)
4.50 p/hr

9/20/82
10/7/82
8/9/82
10/7/82
10/20/82
10/25/82
11/1/82
11/3/82
10/27/82
11/8/82
11/6/82
10/20/82
11/8/82
11/1/82

Summer Youth Program

Name

Program

Grady L. Cantrell

Computer Camp

$1,836.68

Phillip D. Sparks

Computer Camp

1,836.68

Michael E. Wiles
Craig B. Teer
Arthur M. Stavrum
Steven J. Newton
Reed Allen May
Charles W. Haak
Ronald L. Greene
Harry M. Dill
Mark R. Thomas
Lee Barron
Jean Smith

Football Camp
Band Camp
Football Camp
Basketball Camp
Football Camp
Basketball Camp
Basketball Camp
Basketball Camp
Football Camp
Soccer Camp
Basketball Camp

567.48
200.00
851. 22
3,782.31
1,418.70
1,000.00
6,536. 71
2,464.67
648.26
800.00
2,474.79

Amount

Effective
6/13-18/82 &
6/20-25/82
6/13-18/82 &
6/20-25/82
6/27/82--7/2/82
7/25-30/82
6/27/82--7/2/82
6/13-18/82
6/27/82--7/2/82
6/13-18/82
6/13-18/82
6/13-18/82
6/27/82--7/2/82
6/21/82--7/3/82
6/20-25/82
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T, Michael O'Cain
Michael P. Mahoney
Keith Jones
Michael B. Clark
Frank Beamer
Jackqueline Joan Mounts
Phil S. Livers
Rhonda F. Garland
Wanda A. Darling
Kevin Cunningham
9.

Football Camp
Football Camp
Football Camp
Football Camp
Football Camp
Basketball Camp
Band Camp
Basketball Camp
Band Camp
Basketball Camp

648.26
648.26
648.26
648.26
656.61
200.00
24.50
20.00
24.50
75.00

6/27/82--7/2/82
6/27/82--7/2/82
6/27/82--7/2/82
6/27/82--7/2/82
6/27/82--7/2/82
8/21/82
7/27/82
6/13/82
6/27/82
6/13-18/82

Public Service Leave of Absence--Dr. Marti Erwin

I

In 1975, the Board of Regents adopted a Public Service Leave of
Absence policy which provided
"Murray State University recognizes that its faculty and staff,
as all citizens, may wish in the fulfillment of civic
responsibilities to seek public office ••• " "The University
will consider requests for leave of absence for either
appointed or elected public service on an individual basis.
The nature of the public service, the length of the requested
leave, and the needs of the University will be considered by
the Board in responding to such requests."
Attached is a letter from Dr. Erwin requesting a public service
leave of absence to seek election and serve as State Senator from the

First District, If elected, Dr. Erwin would be on leave of absence
without pay during legislative session(s) and for any other time periods
where she must be away from the University. She understands that any
election campaign activity must be done at times other than normal working
hours of University responsibility, and such activity would not utilize
University resources. She has agreed to those conditions.
10.

Appointment to Board of Trustees, National Museum of the Boy Scouts of
America

11.

Appointments to University Appeals Board

I

The Kentucky Revised Statutes (164.370), as amended in 1978, provide
that the Board of Regents may invest in a joint faculty-student committee
the authority to suspend or expel any student for disobedience, contumacy,
insubordination or immoral conduct. Pursuant to that authority the Board
in December 1978 established a nine-member University Student Appeals
Board consisting of six faculty and three students.
Due to the lapse of several memberships, I recommend this Board be
reconstituted accordingly
Term Expires
Robert Jones, Engineering Technology
Robert Head, Art
Patsy Nichols, Office Administration &
Office Administration
Joan Maupin, Home Economics & Child Studies
Terry Strieter, History
Bobby Malone, Instruction & Learning
Joe Saling, Student
Deon Payne, Student
Susis Imes, Student

7/1/83
7/1/83
7/1/84
7/1/84
7/1/85
7/1/85
7/1/83
7/1/83
7/1/83

Chairman Frymire welcomed Mr. James "Buck" Hurley, President of the Murray
State Alumni Association, and stated that he had asked Mr. Hurley as President
of the Alumni Association to attend the meeting and invited him to be seated at
the table.

I
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Report of the Screening Committee
Mr. Frymire stated that the Screening Committee, consisting of members of
the Board and three faculty members, has reviewed the applications of some 280
active candidates. Eighty-five applications are still under active consideration, .The next meeting of the Screening Committee will be December 10.
Minutes of the Meeting of the Board held September 18, 1982, and September 27,
1982, Approved

I

Mr. Frymire called for modifications, exceptions, or objections to the
Minutes of the Meetings of the Board held on September 18, 1982, and September
27, 1982.
Mr. Westberry moved the Minutes of September 18, 1982, and September 27,
1982, be adopted as written. Mr. Whitehouse seconded.
The Chairman called for the vote and stated the motion carried.
Report of the President
Dr. Curris stated there were several items he wished to call to the
attention of the Board.
1.

The final enrollment figure in terms of headcount is
down approximately 150, primarily in part-time graduate
students. The full-time enrollment is 5,843, an
increase of approximately 70 students over last year and
the second highest number of full-time students in the
past decade. We had a decline of about 85 full-time
students at the freshman level.

2.

The major concern in the area of student life in the
next few years will be the impact of budget reductions
on Federal student financial aid. The area of the
greatest operational deficit was in the Federal
work/study program. Our net reduction in terms of
dollars amounted to about 7 percent.

3.

The Union Carbide Corporation has indicated to the
Federal Government that it will not renew the contracts
for operation of nuclear diffusion plants. Of interest
in this area is the plant in Paducah as well as the
major complex at Oak Ridge. The Federal Government has
requested a notification of interest on the part of
various agencies, and Murray State University along with
several other universities has indicated an interest in
bidding on a proposal at that time.

4.

Tuesday, November 23, we will have the official
dedication of the Edward T. Breathitt Veterinary Center
in Hopkinsville. The Breathitt Center was formerly the
Diagnostic Lab that was transferred by Governor's order
to Murray State University and later ratified by the
Legislature. The dedication culminates the construction
activity that has entailed an addition of about 20,000
square feet and renovation of the older part. The end
product is one of the most sophisticated and advanced
diagnostic research centers in food animal medicine of
anywhere in the country.

5.

The Federal Government through its Small Business
Administration has expanded its small business development center program. Kentucky is one of 23 states that
has SBDC programs where assistance is given to small
businesses through these centers and particularly with
the help of university professors and others competent
to assist small businesses. Our program has received
excellent reports from the State Director; funding
continues from the Federal Government; and we are now
opening a satellite operation in Owensboro.

I
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On

1.24
6.

The Board of Examiners in Speech Language Pathology and
Audiology has accorded professional accreditation to our
Master's degree training program in speech pathology and
has reaccredited our clinical program in services in
Special Education.

7.

The Council on Higher Education is considering the
adoption of admission standards and will hold a public
hearing on this campus on the evening of November 18.
The Statutes provide that the Council has the authority
to establish minimum standards for admission. They are
considering a required college preparatory curriculum
that would specify courses a student must have in order
to receive unconditional admission to all universities.
Simultaneously, the faculty on this campus have been
looking at some form of selective admission standards;
we are waiting to see what the Council proposes. There
are some problems looming beyond just the establishment
of standards. We are now facing some serious teacher
shortages in public schools, particularly in the areas
of industrial and vocational education and mathematics
education. We expect that shortage will extend to
physics and chemistry teachers shortly, and that the
problem will become acute within a period of five years.
Data suggest that one-third of all teachers in secondary
schools in Kentucky that teach mathematics are teaching
out of field. There are very few students going through
colleges and universities preparing to be mathematics
teachers. In the next few years, we are going to have a
critical shortage not only in Kentucky, but nationwide.
That is one of the implications of tighter admission
standards and more requirements in the area of
mathematics. It's easy to mandate it, but who's going
to teach it?

8.

Lastly, the Statutes provide that the President makes an
annual report to the Board, so I will distribute it for
leisure reading.

I
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(See Attachment 1)
Chairman Frymire called for questions regarding the President's Report.
In response to questions, Dr. Curris stated that a set of admission
standards was proposed for discussion and is now in the Academic Council. He
added that the Council is moving in two directions: one is to base funding of
institut.ions on an enrollment-driven formula and the second is to move toward
some kind of selective admissions. The two are in conflict from the standpoint of an institution and that has to be resolved.
Report of the Treasurer
Mr. Hall reported that the Audit Committee met this morning and received
a draft copy of the FY 82 Audit with the management letter. The auditors are
in the process of printing the audit; upon receipt, this will be mailed to
members of the Board; and it is anticipated the Audit Committee will meet
prior to the next Board meeting.
Mr. Hall called attention to the attached Financial Report for the period
July 1 - September 30, 1982, stating that this report includes a statement of
current revenues by source and expenditures by function and reviewed significant items in the report.
(See Attachment 2)
Regarding the possibility of a reduction in funds from the State, Don
Chamberlain responded that the Department of Finance has asked the Council on
Higher Education for feedback as to how it would proceed with any budget cuts
should cuts be forthcoming. The universities have not been asked to develop
contingency plans for budget cuts, but we are keeping a close check on our
cash flow and our revenues vs. expenditures to be in a position to react
should that come about.

I
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By-laws, Adopted as amended
Mr. Westberry moved the Board adopt the By-laws as presented.
Harreld seconded.

Mr.

Mr. Westberry called attention to the committee descriptions and pointed
out that the Chairman of the Board and the President of the University are
ex-officio members of each committee with the President being a non-voting
member.
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Mr. West presented the following amendment and moved its adoption:
"To be inserted as d under Section A-1 Officers.
'No Board member shall hold the office of chairman for more
than four successive one-year terms."'
Following discussion and call for a second, the Chairman stated the
proposed amendment dies for lack of a second.
Mr. West presented the following amendment and moved its adoption:
"To be inserted as a under Section A-3 Secretary.
'Effective January 1, 1984, the Secretary shall be a
full-time employee of the University and shall have full-time
responsibilities in the office for the Board of Regents.'
What is now a under this section will become b."
Following discussion and call for a second, the Chairman stated the
proposed amendment dies for lack of a second.
Amendment designated #3 was withdrawn by Mr. West.

I

Mr. West presented the following amendment and moved its adoption:
"To be inserted as an addition under B-2.
'A separate election shall be conducted to elect each of the
officers: Chairman, Vice Chairman, and Secretary. Procedural
guidelines are as follows:
a.

The Chairman declares that nominations are in order;

b.

The Chairman recognizes each member for the purpose of
making a nomination; recognition of members shall be in
the same order as the roll call (alphabetical);

c.

Nominations require no second;

d.

Any member nominated for any office may withdraw his
name from consideration.

However, a member nominated

will not be recognized for that purpose until all
members have had an opportunity to make nominations;

I

e.

If after each member has had a roll call opportunity to
make a nomination, only one name has been place in
nomination for that particular office, the Chairman
shall declare that person elected by unanimous consent;
and

f.

If more than one name is placed in nomination for a
particular office, a vote shall be taken. Names shall
be voted upon in the same order in which the nomination
occurred. The nominee first receiving an absolute
majority shall be declared elected."'

Judge Howerton seconded. The Chairman called for the vote and stated
motion carried and the amendment is adopted.
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Amendment designated #5 was withdrawn by Mr. West.
Amendment designated #6 was withdrawn by Mr. West.
Mr. West presented the following amendment and moved its adoption:
"To be inserted as 5 under Section D.
5.

'Procedures. A motion is in order on all substantive
proposals to:
a.

Approve or disapprove a proposal;

b.

Postpone consideration (temporarily or
indefinitely);

c.

Amend;

d.

Refer to a committee or to the President (with or
without instruction); and

e.

Table.

The Chairman may, with the approval of the Board,
designate a Parliamentarian who may be a member of the
faculty. General rules of parliamentary procedures are
observed at Board meeting. However, any rule of order
may be suspended and official action taken in any manner
and in any order agreed upon by an affirmative vote of a
majority of the members of the Board or if any are
absent by unanimous consent of the members present and
voting at a meeting. The Chairman, in making his
rulings on parliamentary questions, shall refer to and
be ·guided by the most current edition of "Robert's
Rules."
Mr. Christopher seconded. The Chairman called for the vote and stated
motion carried and the amendment is adopted.
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Mr. West presented the following amendment and moved its adoption:
"To be inserted as a paragraph following E-8.
'All committees whose recommendations have budgetary
implications, shall report those recommendations to the
Finance Committee prior to submission for action to the
full Board. "'
Judge Howerton seconded.
The Chairman called for a show of hands and stated the motion to amend is
adopted by a vote of 5 to 4.
Mr. Morgan moved that "E. 5. The Development Committee" be amended to
read "The Development Committee shall work with the President, Vice-President
for University Services, and the Director of Development as well .•. " Mr.
Westberry seconded. The Chairman called for the vote on the amendment and
stated the motion to amend is adopted.
Mr. Westberry moved that the By-laws be adopted as amended. Mr. Harreld
seconded. The Chairman called for the vote and stated the By-laws as amended
are adopted.
(See Attachment 3)
Recess for Committee Meetings
At 11:12 a.m. the Board recessed for meetings of the Academic Affairs
Committee, the Investments Committee, and the Student Life Committee. The
meeting of the Board reconvened at 12:10 p.m.
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Committee Reports
A.

Academic Affairs

Judge Howerton presented copies of three recommendations submitted to the
Academic Affairs Committee and stated the Committee recommends approval and
moves the following programs be established:
1.

Minor in International Studies,

2.

Minor in Criminal Justice, and

3.

A cooperative program between Murray State University
and the University of Louisville in Cytotechnology,
Nuclear Medicine Technology and Respiratory Therapy.

Mr. Westberry seconded. Judge Howerton added the International Studies
and the Criminal Justice programs will not require additional faculty and that
the cooperative program with the University of Louisville is a contractual
relationship with courses offered at Murray State and credits transferred to
the University of Louisville.
There being no further discussion, the Chairman called for the vote and
stated the report of the Academic Affairs Committee adopted.
Judge Howerton moved that the Board authorize the President and
Vice-President for the Academic Program to execute the agreement with the
University of Louisville for the cooperative program. Mr. West seconded and
the motion carried.
B.

I

Athletic Committee

Mr. Christopher stated the Athletic Committee has not met. He outlined
an idea regarding the possibility of working with life insurance company(ies)
toward a public subscription to construct a new arena and ask for guidance
from the Board as to whether the members wished the idea pursued.
The Chairman requested Mr. Christopher explore the idea further and
present a report to the Board at its next meeting.
C.

Audit Committee

Mr. McCuiston reported the Audit Committee met this morning and received
a rough draft of the management letter from the Auditors, James R. Meany &
Associates. He stated there will be reassignment of duties along the lines of
the management letter, and it is anticipated the Audit Report will be presented
at the next Board meeting. He reported the Financial Accounting System is
going as planned and stated the Audit Committee. recommends that Norman Lane,
Director of Grants, be given the responsibility for the administration of
grants in the University at this time.
Judge Howerton seconded the Committee's recommendation.
The Chairman called for the vote on the acceptance of the report of the
Audit Committee and the recommendation to place University grants under the
Director of Grants at this time. The motion carried.
D.

I

Buildings and Grounds

This report was deferred for executive session.
E.

Development

Mr. Morgan stated that he had received a copy of a letter from Dr.
Marshall Gordon stating that he would recommend to President Curris that David
Johnston be employed as Director of Development.
F.

Finance

Mr. Harreld stated the Finance Committee has not met and has no report.
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G.

Investments

Mr. Lawton stated the Investments Committee has met and reviewed the
investment policies and procedures, that copies of the policies and procedures
will be distributed, and that the Committee will comply with these.
Mr. Hurley stated that it is anticipated that the Executive Council of
the Alumni Association will adopt this same policy in order that the Regents,
Alumni, and Foundation will be using the same Investments Policies.
Action was delayed until copies of the policies and procedures could be
procured.
H.

Student Life

I

Mr. Whitehouse distributed copies of a policy regarding foreign student
enrollment and stated the policy has been approved by the Academic Council and
requires no Board action at this time. He stated the recommendations adopted
include that the University would strive for a ceiling of 5 percent foreign
student enrollment with no more that 10 percent of the foreign students from a
single country. Mr. Whitehouse added that action will be required by the
Board during budget time for funding in the Center for International Programs
for a professional person to deal with international students.
Faculty Personnel/Payroll Items
The Chairman called attention to the additions to personnel items mailed
to members. President Curris recommended the approval of the faculty personnel/payroll items.
Mr. McCuiston moved that the Board approve the faculty personnel/payroll
items listed in Item 7 A-D of the agenda. Mr. Westberry seconded and the roll
was called with the following voting: Mr. Christopher, aye; Mr. Harreld, aye;
Judge Howerton, aye; Mr. Lawton, aye; Mr. McCuiston, aye; Mr. Morgan, aye; Mr.
Westberry, aye; Mr. Whitehouse, aye; and Mr. Frymire, aye. Motion carried.
Staff Personnel/Payroll Items
President Curris recommended the approval of the staff personnel/payroll
items.
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Mr. McCuiston moved that the Board approve the staff personnel/payroll
items listed in Item 8 A-G of the agenda. Mr. Christopher seconded and the
roll was called with the following voting: Mr. Christopher, aye; Mr. Harreld,
aye; Judge Howerton, aye; Mr. Lawton, aye; Mr. McCuiston, aye; Mr. Morgan,
aye; Mr. West, aye; Mr. Westberry, aye; Mr. Whitehouse, aye; and Mr. Frymire,
aye. Motion carried.
Public Service Leave of Absence granted Dr. Marti Erwin
President Curris reviewed the Public Service Leave of Absence Policy and
stated he had a request for a public service leave of absence from Dr. Marti
Erwin to pursue primary nomination and election, and if successful to serve as
State Senator for the First District.
Judge Howerton moved that the request of Dr. Marti Erwin for a public
service leave of absence be granted subject to conditions to which Dr. Erwin
has agreed. Mr. Christopher seconded.
There being no discussion, the Chairman called for the vote, stated the
motion carried, and introduced Dr. Erwin.
Appointment to Board of Trustees, National Museum of the Boy Scouts of America,
Postponed
President Curris stated we have had a resignation from the Board of
Trustees of the National Museum of the Boy Scouts of America, that he has no
recommendation at this time, and recommended this item be postponed until the
December meeting of the Board.

I
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University Appeals Board
President Curris reviewed the Statutes providing that the Board of
Regents may invest in a faculty-student committee the authority to suspend or
expel students and recommended that the listed faculty and students be
appointed to this Board.
Mr. Christopher moved that the Board approve the recommendation of the
President and appoint the following faculty and students to the University
Appeals Board:
Robert Jones, Engineering Technology
Robert Head, Art
Patsy Nichols, Office Administration
Joan Maupin, Home Economics
Terry Strieter, History
Bobby Malone, Instruction & Learning
Joe Saling, Student
De on Payne, Student
Susie Imes, Student

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

7/1 I 83
expires 7/1/83
expires 7/1/84
expires 7/1/84
expires 7/1/85
expires 7/1/85
expires 7/1/83
expires 7/1/83
expires 7/1/83
expires

Mr. McCuiston seconded. The Chairman called for the vote and stated the
motion to approve the recommendation and the appointment of the University
Appeals Board is adopted.
Investment Policies and Procedures
Copies of the proposed Investment Policies and Procedures were distributed
and members reviewed.
Mr. Westberry moved the Investment Policies and Procedures be adopted.
Mr. McCuiston seconded. The Chairman called for discussion.
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Mr. West questioned the last sentence on the last page and Mr. Lawton
read the following:
"Unrestricted funds are the property of the MSU Foundation and
may be used in accordance with the Articles of Incorporation
and the stipulations of the governing Board of Trustees."
President Curris explained that private gifts coming to the University
and put in the Foundation are restricted funds by definition and belong to the
University, so that refers solely to Foundation dollars.
Mr. Hurley stated that he anticipated the Alumni Association will request
that a member of that organization be added to the Investments Committee and
suggested when funds are received that are unrestricted the Committee may want
to designate or restrict them if the intent is there.
Mr. Lawton stated that the Investments Committee will take into consideration the request of the Alumni Association for a member of the Committee
and assured anyone giving money to the University that the Committee will try
to comply with their wishes as to use.
Mr. Overby stated the University needs to distinguish between restricted
and unrestricted monies that is owned by the Foundation and that is owned by
the University, and that prior to deposit in the Foundation, a clear determination be made of the type of public monies. He added that he did not see
that distinction in the last paragraph of the policy.
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Mr. Frymire asked Mr. Overby to redraft the last paragraph to incorporate
the suggestions made and provide this to the Board prior to the next meeting.
The Chairman stated there is a motion and second to adopt the Investment
Policies and Procedures. There being no further discussion, the·Chairman
called for the vote, stated the motion carried and the policy is adopted and
is referred back to the Investments Committee for implementation.
(See Attachment 4)
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Communications from the Faculty Senate
Mr. Frymire stated he had received two resolutions from the Faculty
Senate: 1) A resolution concerning the selection of a new Vice President for
Academic Programs, and 2) a resolution concerning the select·ion of search and
screening committees for University-wide positions affecting academic programs.
He referred the resolutions to the Academic Affairs Committee for study and
proper handling.
Executive Session
Mr. Westberry moved that the Board go into executive session for the
purpose of discussing acquisition and/or disposal of property. Judge Howerton
seconded and the motion carried unanimously. The executive session began at
1:00 p.m. and ended at 1:20 p.m.
Public Session
The meeting reconvened in public session at 1:20 p.m.
Committee Reports
D.

Buildings and Grounds Committee

Mr. Westberry stated the Buildings and Grounds Committee had no further
report.
Minutes of Board Meetings
Mr. Westberry stated that members of the Board have much written material
to read and that he failed to see the value of a transcript of the meetings.
He suggested that the Secretary of the Board preserve the tapes of the Board
meetings and moved that the meetings be reported in minute form as opposed to
transcript. Mr. Harreld seconded. The Chairman called for discussion. There
being no discussion, the vote was taken and the Chairman stated the motion
carried and it is so ordered that the report of the meetings be in minute
form.
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Adjournment
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 1:25 p.m.
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Chairman
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Attachment Ill
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PRESIDENT'S
REPORT
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
1981-82
Dr. Constantine W. Curris

FRONT COVER: Embossed Murray State shield taken from a photograph of the entrance of Wilson Hall- one of several older MSU buildings being
renovoted to preserve Murray State tradition

My fellow citizens-

I

This past year, Murray State University may have become a "household word."
Understandably media coverage has focused on meetings of the Board of Regents,
rather than on the real work of the University found in classrooms and on the
campus. The important news, the good news is that Murray State continues to
fulfill its goals of being an academically-excellent, a student-centered, and a
regional-leadership and service University.
In this annual report, I wish to pay tribute to the "people" of the University.
Through their dedication and unselfish service, Murray State has made significant
strides in fulfilling its mission and strengthening the quality of education provided
our students. Despite significant budget reductions and the well-publicized
controversy, the good people of this University have marched forward with an
abiding faith in the principles that undergird great universities and a deep
commitment to the public trust.
We enter the new fiscal year with a renewed sense of purpose and high
expectations.
With kindest regards,
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Curris

ACADEMIC
~~©~I1I1~~©~
In a world where an increasing number of persons have
college degrees, it is critical that the Murray State degree be
meaningful. Graduates of the University must carry with them
the distinction of having been educated in a first-class university.
No greater challenge confronts the University than that of con·
tinuously improving the quality of education offered our
students.
An emphasis has been placed on attracting the very best faculty
and developing internships, practicum, cooperative education,
and field placements which give students educational experience
in the real world.
TOP AMERICAN CONDUCTOR. In the

GENERAL EDUCATION

ACCREDITATION

Murray State University
recognizes its fundamental responsibility to provide both specialized
coursework and general education.
Students must be prepared not for
jobs, but for careers, and educated
not for learning, but for living in
the 21st Century. Communication,
analytical abilities, familiarity with
the scientific method and
humanistic understandings are integral parts of general education.
New and more rigorous
curriculum requirements have
been implemented for all students.
Each must successfully complete
twelve semester hours in four
areas: communications and basic
skills; science; humanities and
social science. While substantially
more demanding than the standards at many institutions, Murray
State's general education
requirements add to the confidence with which a degree from
this institution can be viewed.

Several professional societies
confer "professional accreditation"
to specific programs that achieve
established standards of performance as measured by
qualification of faculty, instructional facilities, curricula, and
student performance and graduate
placement. During 1981-82 the
University received professional
accreditation in two additional
areas.

1982 National Conducting Competition
(an 8-day international contest)
Crosse, Wis., Murray State's
band~

Business Accreditation
Granting of full accreditation to
the College of Business and Public
Affairs is evidence that much effort toward academic excellence at
Murray State has been successful.
Murray State is now one of only
two universities in Kentucky which
offer undergraduate and graduate
business programs recognized by
the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business
(AACSB).

Dr. Gerald L. Welker, '
second to Vladimir Svoysky of the
Union.

Action by the AACSB in 1981
amounted to re-accreditation of
the undergraduate program, which
was first accredited in 1976, and
initial accreditation for the master
of business administration (MBA)
program.
A total of 136 universities in
the nation hold AACSB accreditation of both undergraduate
and graduate business administration programs, placing
Murray State in a distinctive
position among business schools
nationally.

Engineering

~echnology

Several engineering techno~
programs on campus were also
proved for accreditation in 1
The Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology

. .UDENT-CENTERED
©DD£lli£©1P~lli
Murray State prides itself on being a student-centered
University. The primacy of the teaching function and a strong
commitment for improving academic advising and providing individualized assistance are at the core of our educational
programs.
Murray State fulfilled its student-centered role in 1981, a banner year. Highlighting this period was the completion of the longawaited and needed University Center.

NEW UNIVERSITY CENTER
Students, along with faculty,
staff and visitors to the campus,
have a "living room" where
may relax, socialize or utilize
iad services ranging from a
music listening lounge and
spacious gameroom with a
bow ling alley "to the extensive
dining and meeting facilities. A
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The new University Center.

feeling of community has been
greatly enhanced by completion of
this $7.7 million facility which will
serve the institution for many
decades.
Dedication of the University
Center marked a bittersweet occasion for Murray State. Planning
for the Center began in 197 4 and

many students sacrificed during
the long period without such a
quality facility.
Utilization of the University
Center met all expectations. On
any day, hundreds of students take
advantage of the Stables Coffeehouse or the spacious lobby,
which is warmly decorated with
plants and shrubbery, some
towering 20 feet or more.
Much attention was given to
quality and ease of maintenance in
designing the sky-lighted center.
The structure represents a combination of taste, durability and
economy.
Major facilities in the building
include the University Store. This
area has all the items formerly
sold in the campus bookstore, plus
a greatly expanded selection of
educational supplies and even a
section where students may sell
their own arts and crafts works.
Other areas of the center which
have been very busy include the
sunken music lounge where
students may listen to recorded
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During the past year, 185 banquets, serving over 14,000 people, were scheduled by University Food Services. The
Center has become a center for community, regiona~ and state meetings and special events.

music, bowling alleys and
recreation centers, and extensive
meeting facilities which are
available for both University and
regional activities. Banquet
capacity for nearly 1,000 people is
unique to West Kentucky.

RECRUITMENT
AND RETENTION
A university's commitment to
the individual student begins well
before a freshman registers for the
first semester. Attention through
the Office of Admissions and
Student Records to each admitted
student begins in high school and
extends through freshman orien-

tation. Once students are enrolled,
the University must do everything
possible to ensure each student a
successful college career.
Far too many entering freshmen
at institutions of higher education
nationally will drop out of school
before completing a degree. At
Murray State, the Task Force on
Recruitment and Retention of
Students, has spent many hours
addressing the problem of attracting quality students in greater
numbers to the University, and
secondly, finding ways to retain
more of those students who do
enroll.
The recommendations of the
task force have been widely cir-

University

culated on campus and some have
already been implemented, including improvement of academic
advising. Many more of the
recommendations are scheduled to
be implemented this coming
academic year.

HELPING STUDENTS
WITH DISABILITIES
Murray State has tried to address the needs of students with
disabilities. A commitment '
meeting
their
physic
requirements as well
psychological and emotional nee
has been made.

(lif),

the most prestigious acing body in the field, gave its
nition to the programs.
Several engineering technology
programs were accredited including a baccalaureate degree in
manufacturing
engineering
technology, making Murray State
one of only 26 universities
throughout the United States to
have such a recognized program.
Other accreditations include: civil
engineering technology, construction technology, electrical
engineering technology, and computer engineering technology.
A major advantage in accreditation of the programs is that
graduates are not required to take
examinations given by government
contract employers for prospective
positions. Murray State now joins
anks of such universities as
ama, Purdue, and Arizona
in this category.
e
re
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ADMISSION STANDARDS
Action by the Board of Regents
in 1981 made out-of-state admission requirements the highest
in the Commonwealth.
This important step toward
achieving academic excellence for
the University now requires outof-state students to graduate in the
top third, or 33 percent, of their
high school class, or make a composite standard score of 20 or
above on the American College
Test (ACT) or the equivalent on
the Scholastic Aptitude Test.
Mixing of superior students
from the states immediately ad. ent to Kentucky and beyond
th residents of the Comnwealth has already enhanced
caliber of the student body in
general.
'

ORA TORY CHAMPION. Yvette Payne,
a senior from Joppa, Ill., helped the
Murray State Debate and Forensics
Team record another banner year. She is
one of seven MSU speakers winning
championships in national competition

through the spring of 1982.
Twelve more valedictorians
chOie to attend Murray State than
had done so the previous year.
This number has increased virtually every year.
Murray State's Presidential
Scholars program also continues
to raise the level of quality of the
student body. Since 197 4, when
the program was initiated, 12
students have been selected each
year for full, four-year scholar-.
ships. The cumulative grade point
average fo'r the 1982 graduating
class of scholars averaged a
brilliant 3.87 through the fall
semester of 1981. The entire complement of 4 7 scholars currently
enrolled was 3.75.
The University's philosophy is,
simply
stated,
that
the
academically talented should have
the same recognition as the
athletically talented.

RECOGNITION
The level of ACT scores of
enrolled freshmen at Murray State
in 1981 reflected· the efforts of the
University to attract quality
students and of the regional high
school to maintain high standards
of education. Murray State again
in 1981 had the second highest
average ACT scores of all the
public universities in Kentucky.

SCHOLARSHIPS
The number of exceptionally
bright young men and women entering Murray State each year continues to increase because of the
emphasis on awarding of scholarships to deserving students. A
total of 151 Alumni Association
and Murray State University Foundation scholarships were awarded

The successful placement of
our graduates continues to outpace national rates. In many fields,
even in these recessionary times,
the number of employment opportunities is greater than the
number of students. Even within
the teaching profession, shortages
of math and science, industrial arts
and vocational-technical and
special education teachers exist.
The career choices of students
have changed markedly over the
past decade. Fields of study attracting the largest number of
student majors are:
Management
& General Business
Engineering Technologies
Accounting
Computer Studies

540
399
362
327

Nursing
Agriculture
Elementary Education
Biological Sciences
& Pre-Medicine
Physical Education
& Recreation
Radio- Television
Music
Physics

301
284
270
216
214
189
174
174

HUNTER M. HANCOCK
BIOLOGICAL STATION
One of the University's and the
Commonwealth's distinctive programs is the Hunter Hancock
Biological Station located on a
small cove of Kentucky Lake
about four miles south of Kenlake
State Resort Park. The modern
and well-equipped laboratory
building is the focus for a variety
of water-related research projects
and graduate instruction.
In an effort to increase use of
the facility and promote interchange among scholars, the
Department of Biological Sciences
created the Ecological Consortium
of Mid-America which will be
based at HBS. Charter consortium
members include Austin Peay
State University, Kentucky
Wesleyan College, the University
of Kentucky, Oakland City
College, St. Louis Community
College, the University of
Louisville, Georgetown College,
and Bellarmine College. Faculty
and students from these institutions are conducting research
at the station, and several courses
are offered each summer on site.
The projects include many which
address areas of interest to the
commercial fisheries in the lakes,
and provide distinctive educational
programs in algology, limnology,
ichthyology, and wildlife biology.

Jane Spahn, a graduate student from
the

Dr. Charles Kupchello. chairman of the

development o/ a computerized geo-

Department of Biological Sciences, is investigating the production of substances
within the body which have potential for
aiding in the detection of cancers.
University faculty members are involved

Harrodsburg,

Ky.,

is working on

based information system through the
NASA-related Mid-America Remote
Sensing Center on campus. Her work is
utilized

in

regional

planning,

erosion

of

modeling, crop forecasting and resource

in a farge number

management

many of which are externafly

research

.
'
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CO-OP STUDENT AT NASA. Potty Jackson (L!. a senior Murray State E.nglish"'-mal
/rom Clinton, Ky., was a participant in NASA's wefl~known "Engineer's Week." She i
cooperative education student at the National Aeronautics & Space Administration's
Langley Research Center in Virginia.
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JFGIONAL LEADERSHIP
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Murray State proudly recognizes its role of service to the
people of West Kentucky. Founders of the institution promised
that great effort would be made to meet the educational and service needs of the region and this commitment is being kept.
A goal has been set for Murray State to attain a level of
national distinction among universities which strive to have a
positive impact on the health, welfare, education and prosperity
of their regions.
As compared to other universities in Kentucky, Murray State is
unique in that it serves a wide geographic area which has no other
comprehensive higher education institution. Six of the State's
eight universities are located in central or eastern Kentucky, all
within a two- hour drive of one another.
Murray State is a two and one-half hour drive from the nearest
institution and four to six hours from the next. This geographic

•=:· . . ..............
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Among continuing efforts to
meet regional needs in 1981 was
the organization of University expertise into the Rural Develop·
men! Institute.
A practical application of the
educational and research
capabilities of Murray State to
foster future economic growth in
the region is the Institute's
primary goal.
Viewed as a complement to
other agencies in West Kentucky,
the Institute is aimed at helping
fulfill the University's mission of
service to the region through the
application of knowledge to
gional problems and in working
th local governments.
The Rural Development In• lute places emphasis on endeavors which enhance the

economic viability of the region,
while preserving the quality of life
and conserving the unique natural
resources of West Kentucky.

EDWARD T. BREATHITT
VETERINARY CENTER
One of Murray State's most
direct service facilities, the
Breathitt Veterinary Center in
Hopkinsville, was the site- of a
major capital construction project
in 1981 - one of the few such
capital projects statewide.
Construction began on an expansion to the center which will
provide an additional 19,000
square feet of laboratory space
and greatly enhance detection,
prevention and control of animal
diseases in West Kentucky.
More than half of the new space
is planned for use as germ- free

The Jerseys are back. Under the care of
Dairy Superintendent Oren Hull, the
University's dairy herd has gained its
ranking as the top producing Jersey herd
in the Commonwealth

animal holding quarters and
related animal disease research activities. Cost of the project is set at
$2.2 million.
In addition to improving the
facilities' ability to meet its
mission of the disease control, the
expansion is opening new
educational possibilities. Students
at Murray State who are preparing
for careers in veterinary medicine
will be provided meaningful
hands-on experience in the expanded laboratory.

SMALL BUSINESS
ASSISTANCE
It is estimated that more than
one half of all new jobs are
created by small businesses. The
small businessman also represents
a positive force in America's free
enterprise system.
Murray State recognizes the importance of small businesses and
in 1981 established the West Kentucky Small Business Development
Center to help ensure the success
of new or existing economic ven-

The life-like polyvinyl sculpture by artist
Duane Hanson was a highlight of the
Morgan Collection exhibit. Each year
thousands of citizens visit the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery operated in conjunction
with the University's art programs.

tures by the individual with
limited capital.
Administered by the College of
Business and Public Affairs, the
center offers proprietors of
existing or planned businesses
management and technical
assistance and makes expertise of
the entire University available.
Funded by a federal grant jointly secured with the University of
Kentucky and the University of
Louisville, the service center is
aimed at meeting needs in the
Purchase, Pennyrile and Green
River Area Development Districts
in West Kentucky.

RECORDING THE REGION'S HISTORY. The Forrest Pogue Oral History Institute
collects on tape the region's development. Dr. James Hammack. director of the institute,
recently served as president of the national Oral History Association

MID-AMERICA REMOTE SENSING CENTER
The year 1981 marked the first
full year of operation of the MidAmerica Remote Sensing Center
(MARC), a facility which utilizes
the practical application of spaceage technology in serving the
Murray State region.
Considerable activity occurred
in the MARC facility, including
two NASA short courses which attracted in excess of 60
professionals from across the
nation and Canada.
More than $100,000 in grants

was also secured to support
projects ranging from monitoring
of erosion to geology exploration.
Regional outreach projects have
included forest inventories, land
use maps, reclamation plans, and
1980 census tract retrieval.
Students from across the campus attend classes at MARC and
learn how such facilities
be utilized in a variety
disciplines. More than 300 h
school students visited the facili y
in 1981.

I

Dr. Cleavonne Stratton, assistant
professor of communication disorders in
the department of special education,
demonstrates the laryngeal microphone
used in the department's Diagnostic and
Remediation Center.

A new program, Services for
Students with Disabilities, was
launched by the Learning Center
in 1981. The program is actually a
central resource center for
students with learning and
·cal disabilities to receive
us services, including tutors,
nteer text readers, wheelchair
pushers, note transcribers and peer
counselors.
Staff members of the services
program have also worked with
faculty and students to increase
their understanding of and acceptance of people with handicaps.
In celebration of the U.N.
proclamation of 1981 as the International Year of the Handicapped, the staff planned several
awareness programs such as a film
festival, entertainment by artists
with handicaps, a simulation
workshop, and placement of staff
members on broadcast talk shows.
Great effort toward meeting the
physical needs of students has
been made through a $250,000
ita! construction project which
phasized interior work in nine
mpus
buildings and $20,000 of
(
iversity funds for exterior accessibility improvements.

l

Joyce Gordon, Coordinator of Student

Foreman Johnny Miller directs the
operation of the University's Central
Heating and Cooling PLant which

Employment in the Office of Student

produces 85 billion BTU's of heat and

Financial Aid, regularly assists students
to find campus employment related to

generates 3,600 tons of cooling. The
computerized energy conservation controls generate annual savings of over

their fields of study. In 1981 more than
1730 students were employed at Murray
State University.

$400.000.

RESIDENCE HALLS
FINANCIAL AID
A record amount of more than
$11 million in financial aid to 70
percent of the full-time students
was administered at Murray State
in 1981.
Greater emphasis was placed
upon student employment and a
record number of more than 1, 7 00
students was employed on campus. More than 45 percent of
these were placed in jobs related
to their academic major. We are
striving to increase this percentage.
Murray State continues to
report one of the State's and
Southeast's lowest National Direct
Student Loan default rates. A rate
of 6.83 percent was reported in
June 1981. This rate compares to
a 10-12 percent rate for the state
and 14-16 percent nationally.

The year 1981 marked the first.
full occupancy for the Murray
State University residence halls.
Many universities were criticized
for "overbuilding" in the early
70's. The impact of inflation on
housing costs and the significant
increase in tax-free interest rates
now virtually prohibit the construction of new residence halls.
The construction of residence halls
a decade ago has now proved to
be a prudent investment, allowing
Murray State and other universities to provide students with
low-cost housing and dining.
MSU fees for room and board
continue to fall significantly below
the national average and buttresses the University's commitment to maintaining student
educational expenses as low as is
possible.

Work proceeds on the Frances E. Miller
Memorial Golf Course, scheduled to
open in June 1983. Made possible by
generous gifts in honor of his wife by L.
D. Miller. a 1937 alumnus, the golf
course will expand services to students
and aid the University in attracting and
retaining faculty and staff
Murray State University and Madisonville Community College have
developed a unique cooperative program in Mining Management
Technology offered in the heart of the West Kentucky coal fields. Glen
Mathis (lower right), a senior from Dexter, Ky., works with Barry
Steele of the College of Industry and Technology in an engineering
field experience

Mr. Thomas MacA voy, National President of the Boy Scouts of A me rica and CEO of Corning Glass; President Constantine Curris; and
Scouts Andy Jobs and Don Moseley view Norman Rockwell's paintings that will be part of the National Boy Scout Museum on the
Murray campus. The paintings were exhibited as part of the Museum signing ceremonies.

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA NATIONAL MUSEUM
Perhaps no incident in 1981
will have more long-term benefits
to the University and the region it
serves than the selection of
Murray State University to be the
new home of the National
Museum of the Boy Scouts of
America.
Locating of the national
seum on the Murray State cams
adds a new dimension to the
•
attractiveness of West Kentucky as
a tourist region. It will result in a

greater national distinction for the
University, and will forge a secure
bond between two institutions
which have similar values of
citizenship and service.
The National Museum of the
Boy Scouts of America is a prize
collection of keepsakes from the
organization's 75-year history in
America. Final documents between the University and the scouts
were signed in August, 1981.
One of the most valued collec-

lions in the museum is "Norman
Rockwell's World of Scouting," an
exhibition of 54 original oil paintings and lithographs by the late
and
renowned
American
illustrator. Another is a large
collection of illustrated writings by
Lord Baden-Powell, who founded
the Boy Scout movement in 1907
in England.
Others include one of the
world's finest compass collections,
a replica of the Friendship 7 space

capsule, an operating weather
station and an extensive exhibition
of miscellaneous Boy Scout
memorabilia.
In storage since 1979, the
prized exhibits awaited a two-year
national search by scout
executives for a new museum site.
The museum was formerly
operated in North Brunswick, N.J.,
and attracted more than 40,000
visitors in an average year.
The building in which the
museum will be located is the former University Laboratory School,
which was discontinued as a
student teacher facility in 1976.
Preparation of the building,
planning for transporting of the
exhibits to Murray and efforts to
gain exposure for the museum
nationally have begun. Opening of
the prized dimension to the
University and the region is
scheduled for summer of 1983.

SAVAGE CAVE
Over the past year and a half,
the University has worked to
preserve a major archaelogical
resource in Logan County, Kentucky. Savage Cave, just east of
Adairville, has been the site of
four archaelogical expeditions
which have established a pattern
of habitation in the mouth of the
cave perhaps stretching back
15,000 years.
The relatively easy accessibility
of the property and inadequate
standards of fieldwork threatened
the integrity of the site when the
situation came to the attention of
Murray State. The University, with
the gracious assistance of the
cave's owner, Mrs. Genevieve
Savage, joined forces with the Archaelogical Conservancy of Santa

Fe, New Mexico, to preserve the
cave. Mrs. Savage sold five acres
of surrounding ground to the Conservancy and donated the cave itself. Ownership of Savage Cave
will eventually revert to Murray
State, allowing careful analysis of
the archaelogical, speleological,
and paleontological features of this
important area.

NEW AGRICULTURAL
RADIO SERVICE
A broadcast market news service was begun in 1981 by the
Department of Agriculture to help
farmers in the Murray State region
in the effort to obtain the best
prices for their products.
(Murray State 56 Notre Dame 54)

studl

Operated entirely by
the service operates on a
band of WKMS-FM, the Uni rsity's fine arts radio station, and
carries daily broadcasts of market
prices at major trade centers
nationally. Farmers listen to the
information over special receiver
units. More than 300 such sets
have been purchased at cost from
the University.
Begun at the request of farmers
in the region, the service includes
almost immediate price quotations
from all of the major national
trade centers.
Agricultural radio, a direct service, was but one of many efforts
to meet the needs of the people of
the Murray State region in 1981.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Statement of Current Unrestricted
Revenues by Source

I

& '

Expenditures by Function
For the Period July 1 -- September 30, 1982

Original
Budget

Projected
Budget
To Oate

$ 5,952,372
24,162,000
78,000

$ 2,976,000
7,248,600
39,000

113,406
782,294
31,0Bil,072

• 22,500
313,000
10,599,100

2,860,675
2,334,200
144,500
479,488
5,818,863

1,430,000
1,167,000
29,000
9,500
2,635,500

36,906,935

13,234,600

(36)

13,743,128

(37)

Educational & General (Note 3)
lnstruct1on
13,045,489
Research
6,000
Public Service
1,515,979
Academic Support
2,426,281
Student Services
2,555,172
4,222,391
Institutional Support
Operation &Maintenance of Plant
4,921,530
Scholarships/Financial Aid (Note 1)
516,600
Mandatory Transfers (Note 4)
1,878,630
Total Educational & General
31,088,072

3,261,000
6,000
530,500
849,000
894,000
1,478,000
1,476,500
258,300
(N/A)
8,753,300

(25)
(100)
(35)
(35)
(35)
(35)
(30)
(50)
(N/A)
(28)

3,713,385
24,666
550,232
991,563
828,624
1,554,459
1,650,765
266,633
-09,580,327

(28)
(411)
(36)
(41)
(32)
(37)
(34)
(52)

2,779,499
1,979,943
342,064
40,575
676 '782
5,818,863

695,000
297,000
51,500
4,000
(N/A)
1,047,500

(25)
(15)
(15)
(10)
(IVA~
08

700,219
259,092
62,880
3,745
-01,025,936

(18)
(09)
(NiA!
( 8

$ 36,906,935

9,800,800

(27)

$ 10,606,263

(29)

REVENUES
Educational & General
Tuition & Fees (Note 1)
State Appropriation (Note 2)
Indirect Cost Reimbursement
Sales &Services -- Educational
Departments
Other Sources
Total Educational &General

%

Projected/
Budget

%

Fi sea 1 Year
Actua 1

Actual/
Budget

(50)
(30)
(SO)

$ 3,299,014
7,248,600
69,253

(55)
(30)
(89)

(20)

16,977
352,380
10,986,224

(15)

~
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Auxiliar~ Enter~rises

Food Services
Housing Services
University Center
Mi see 11 aneous
Total Auxiliary Enterprises
TOTAL CURRENT REVENUES

(50)
(50)
(20)

5
~

1,442,884
1,286,586
24,309
3,125
2,756,904

(SO)
(55)
( 17)

:=ffit=

.PENDITURES

EnterErises
Food Services
Housing Services
University Center
Miscellaneous
Mandatory Transfers (Note 4)
Total Auxiliary Enterprises

:1ffi=

Auxiliar~

TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES
Note 1.

Special County Out-of-State Waivers Excluded From Tuition & Fees and Scholarship Expense

Note 2.

Additional State Funding For KTRS For the Period

INote

(25)
( 13)

= $ 609,332.

= $ 269,725.

3.

Actual Expenditures Include the Expenditure of Some Prior Year Items Not Reflected in the Original
Budget Figures .

.N01le 4_

Lurrent Con. Ed and Housing &Dining Debt Service Payments Will be Funded From Excess Plant Funds.

I

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Statement of Current Restricted
Revenues by Source
&

Expenditures by Function
For the Period July 1 -- September 30, 1982

REVENUE
Federa1 Funds
BEOG
SEOG
Grants &Contracts
Tot a1 Federa 1 Funds
State Grants &Contracts
Other Grants &Contracts
TOTAL CURRENT REVENUE

I

836,626
99,725
127,379
1,063,730
85,688
7,652
1,157,070

EXPENDITURES
Educational &General
Instruction
Research ·
Pub 1i c Service
Academic Support
Scholarships/Financial Aid
TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES

I

$

91,558
12,516
82,836
33,809
936,351
$ 1,157,070

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

I

Schedule of Current Revenues
September 30, 1982
Educational &General
Tuition and Fees
Fall Tuition
Summer '82 Tuition
Miscellaneous Tuition
Student Activity Fees
Other Course Fees
Total Tuition &Fees
State Appropriations
MSU
VDRC
Total State Appropriations

I

I

Actual
Revenues

$

2,969,719
49,681
9,447
185,049
85 '118
3,299,014
6,886,170
362,430
7,248,600

Indirect Cost Reimbursement
Work Study Adm. Overhead
NDSL Adm. Overhead
SEOG Adm. Overhead
Teacher Loan Cancellation
Total Indirect Cost Reimbursement

27,609
24,536
12,105
5,003
69,253

Sales &Services -- Educational Departments
MSU News Advertising
Speech &Hearing Testing Fees
Nursery School Fees
Ind. Arts Supplies
Testing Fees
VDRC Testing Fees
GED
Total Sales &Services -- Ed, Depts.

2,273
1,042
346
90
1,461
11,202
563
16,977

Other Sources
Library Fines
Parking Permits & Fines
Transcripts
Graduation Fees
Faci 1i ty Renta 1
Cash Sales
VDRC Misc. Income
Library Copy Service
Interest Income -- T &A Clearing
Expo Center
Athletic Revenue
Miscellaneous Income
Total Other Sources

154
21 ,200
2,910
2,073
2,130
85,157
4,131
3,963
58,772
3,449
88,118
80,323
352,380

I.o:tal Education a1 and Genera 1

10,986,224

I
Auxiliary Enterprises
Food Services
Housing Services
University Center
Miscellaneous
Total Auxiliary Enterprises
TOTAL CURRENT 'REVENUE

I

I

Actual
Revenue
1,442,884
1,286,586
24,309
3,125
2,756,904
$ 13,743,128

..

AS AMENDED
ADOPTED ll/13/82
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Attachment 113
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BY-LAWS
OF
THE BOARD OF REGENTS
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
The full text of Kentucky Revised Statute 61.805 to
61.850 and the full text of Kentucky Revised Statute 164.285
to 164.520, commonly called the "Open Meetings" law and "State
Universities and Colleges," respectively, are set out as APPENDICES
to these By-laws.
A.

Officers.
The Officers of the Board of Regents shall be comprised of
the following and shall have the following duties:
1.

I

Chairman.
a.

Calls special meetings upon written request of the
President or any two members of the Board; (KRS 164.340)

b.

Presides at all meetings; and

c.

Performs such other functions incidental to the office
or as specifically authorized by the full Board.

2.

Vice Chairman. The Vice Chairman acts for the Chairman
when the latter is absent from a meeting.

3.

Secretary. The Secnetary is elected by the Board and
need not be a member.
a.

The Secretary's responsibilities shall include but
not be limited to:
i.

I

The Chairman

Preparation of all books, records, and papers
belonging to the Board;

ii.

Preparation of a journal of the proceedings of
the Board setting forth an accurate record of
votes and actions taken;

iii.

Preparation and distribution of the agenda for
meetings as developed by the President and the
Chairman;
~

,•,
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iv.

I

v.

4.

Preparation and distribution of required notices
of meetings; and
Attendance at all meetings and sessions of the
Board and certification of compliance with KRS
61.810, 61.815, 61.820, and 61.825.

Treasurer. The Treasurer is appointed by the Board,
serves at the pleasure of the Board, and shall not be
a member of the Board.
(KRS 164.330)
The Treasurer of each Board of Regents shall receive
and disburse all money under the control of the Board,
perform all acts that pertain to his office under the
direction of the Board, and make a report of the same
to the Board at its quarterly meeting.
In August of
each year the Treasurer shall make and furnish to the
Board an abstract containing full accounts of all money
received and disbursed by the school during the preceding
year, stating from what source received and on what
account paid out, and the amount paid to each professor,
teacher or official of the school.
(KRS 164.420)

B.

Time and Procedures for Election of Officers.
l.

All officers shall be elected annually at the second
regular quarterly meeting to take office at the next
quarterly meeting and serve for the ensuing year, unless a new member is sworn and qualified, at which time,
there shall be a reorganization of the Board and all
officers shall be elected to serve for the remainder
of the year or until another new member is sworn and
qualified whichever shall occur first.

2.

A separate election shall be conducted to elect each
of the officers: Chairman, Vice Chairman, and Secretary.
Procedural guidelines are as follows:

I

I

a.

The Chairman declares that nominations are in order;

b.

The Chairman recognizes each member for the purpose
of making a nomination; recognition of members shall
be in the same order as the roll call (alphabetical) ;

c.

Nominations require no second;

d.

Any member nominated for any office may withdraw his
name from consideration. However, a member nominated
will not be recognized for that purpose until all
members have had an opportunity to make nominations;

e.

If after each member has had a roll call opportunity
to make a nomination, only one name has been placed
in nomination for that particular office, the Chairman shall declare that person elected by unanimous
consent; and

.·.
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f.

I
C.

If more than one name is placed in nomination for a
particular office, a vote shall be taken. Names shall
be voted upon in the same order in which the nomination occurred. The nominee first receiving an absolute
majority shall be declared elected.

Vacancies.
If the Office of Chairman becomes vacant for any reason, the
Vice Chairman shall assume the Office of Chairman and serve
in that capacity for the unexpired term.
In that event, or
if for any other reason the Office of Vice Chairman becomes
vacant, an election to fill that Office for the unexpired
term will be held at the next quarterly meeting.
In the
event both the Chairman and the Vice Chairman are absent,
the member with the longest period of service on the Board
will serve temporarily as Chairman until such time as elections
may be held.

D.

Meetings.
1.

Time and Place. Meetings of the Board of Regents and
its committees are open to the public unless closed
pursuant to the provisions of KRS Chapter 61. Unless
otherwise announced, the Board meets in the Regents
Conference Room of the third floor of Wells Hall on
Murray State's campus. The Board shall meet quarterly.
(KRS 164.340)
The Board shall meet within thirty days
following the appointment of a new member.
(KRS 164.340)
Special meetings are called by the Chairman upon written
request of the President or any two members of the Board
and at such special meetings the Board may transact any
and all business that it might transact at a regular
meeting.

2.

Closed Sessions.
closed session of
from time to time
authorized by KRS

I

I

No final action will be taken at any
the Board. However, the Board may
conduct closed sessions for the purposes
61.810; e.g., engaging in:

"a.

Deliberations on the future acquisition or sale of
real property by a public agency, but only when
publicity would be likely to affect the value of
a specific piece of property to be acquired for
public use or sold by a public agency.

"b.

Discussions of proposed or pending litigation against
or on behalf of the public agency.

"c.

Discussions or hearings which might lead to the appointment, discipline, or dismissal of an individual
employee, member or student without restricting that
employee's, member's or student's right to a public
hearing if requested, provided that this exception
is designed to protect the reputation of individual
persons and shall not be interpreted to permit discussion of general personnel matters in secret."

'•,
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In conducting a closed session, discussion of
property transactions under (a), or discussions
closed for the purpose of protecting the reputation
of individual persons under (c) , the following requirements shall be met:

I

"(1) Notice shall be given in regular open meetings
of the general nature of the business to be
discussed in closed session and the reason for
the closed session;
"(2) Closed sessions may be held only after a motion
is made and carried by a majority vote in open,
public session;
"(3) No final action may be taken at a closed session;
"(4) No matters may be discussed at a closed session
other than those announced prior to convening
the closed session."
3.

Quorum. A simple majority of the members of the Board
(six members) constitutes a quorum for transaction of
business.
(KRS 164.340)

4.

Voting. Each member of the Board casts one vote. Ordinarily, routine Board action is taken by voice vote.
However, any member may request a roll call vote on any
question.
(KRS 164.450) A simple majority of a quorum
present and voting is required for any action except
where contrary to KRS or these By-laws.
However, a roll
call recordation of "yeas" and "nays" will be taken, and
a majority of all members .of the Board (six members) must
vote affirmatively to effect:

I

5.

I

a.

An appropriation of money;

b.

Making a contract that requires an appropriation or
disbursement of money; and

c.

Employment or dismissal of a teacher.

Procedures.
posals to:

(KRS 164. 340)

A motion is in order on all substantive pro-

a.

Approve or disapprove a proposal;

b.

Postpone consideration (temporarily or indefinitely);

c.

Amend;

d.

Refer to a committee or to the President (with or
without instruction) ; and

e.

Table.

•'·
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The Chairman may, with the approval of the Board,
designate a Parliamentarian who may be a member of the
faculty.
General rules of parliamentary procedures
are observed at Board meetings.
However, any rule of
order may be suspended and official action taken in any
manner and in any order agreed upon by an affirmative
vote of a majority of the members of the Board or if
any are absent by unanimous consent of the members present and ~oting at a meeting. The Chairman, in making
his rulings on parliamentary questions, shall refer to
and be guided by the most current edition of Robert's
Rules of Order.

I
E.

Committees.
The Chairman of the Board shall at the first regular meeting
of the Board of Regents following his election appoint members
of the Board to standing committees of the Board of Regents
and further such special committees as the Board may from
time to time deem appropriate.
The Chairman of the Board
and the President of the University are ex officio members
of every committee, except the President shall be a non-voting
member, and the standing committees of the Board of Regents
and their duties are:

1.

The Academic Affairs Committee shall work with the President and the Vice-Pres1dent for the Academic Program on
matters pertaining to academics at the University.
The
Committee shall be responsible for academic program approval, academic policy review, and periodic reports to the
full Board concerning educational issues.

2.

The Athletic Committee.
The Athletic Committee shall
work with the President and the Vice-President for University Services in reviewing the scope and nature of the
intercollegiate athletic program.
The Committee shall
be responsible for approving policies relative to the
athletic program and making periodic reports to the full
Board concerning athletic issues.

3.

The Audit Committee. The Audit Committee shall work with
the Pres1dent and the Vice-President for Administrative
Services on matters pertaining to the annual audit of
the financial affairs of the University. The Committee
shall recommend to the full Board the hiring of a firm
of auditors and the terms of its contract. Upon completion of the annual audit, the Committee shall review with
the auditors, the President, and the Vice-President for
Administrative Services the results of the audit and any
recommendations the auditors may make.
After such review,
the Committee shall report to the full Board and present
the Audit Report for acceptance.

I

I

...
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4.

The Buildings and Grounds Committee shall work with
the President and the Vice-President for Administrative Services on matters pertaining to the property
and facilities of the University. The Committee shall
consider proposals for the expenditure of capital funds
in excess of $50,000.00, and shall make recommendations
to the full Board concerning such proposals and all proposals for the acquisition of property. The Committee
shall have responsibility for assuring that land, buildings, and equipment belonging to the University are properly maintained.
The Committee shall assure compliance
with all expenditures for buildings and grounds as are
prescribed by Kentucky Revised Statutes having to do
with expenditures of public funds.

5.

The Development Committee shall work with the President,
Vice-President for University Services, and Director of
Development as well as with the Executive Council of the
Murray State Alumni Association and the Trustees of the
Murray State University Foundation, on matters pertaining
to the development program of the University.
The Committee shall review reports from the Office of Development
and shall make periodic reports to the full Board.

6.

The Finance Committee shall work with the President, the
DLrector of the Budget, and the Vice-President for Administrative Services on matters pertaining to the Budget of
the University, and on other financial matters which the
President or the Board may ask the Committee to consider
from time to time.
The Committee shall review proposed
budgets with the President, the Director of the Budget.
and appropriate staff members, and shall make recommendations to the full Board concerning adoption of same.

7.

The Investments Committee shall work with the President
and the Executive Director of the Murray State University
Foundation in establishing policies to govern the investments of University and Foundation assets.
The Committee
will oversee the investment portfolio of both entities
and make periodic reports to the Board of Regents and
the Board of Trustees.

B.

The Student Life Committee shall work with the President
and the Vice-President for Student Development on matters
pertaining to student life at Murray State University.
The Committee's responsibilities include the review and
approval of student life policies and making periodic
reports to the Board of Regents regarding student life
at Murray State. The Committee will also serve as the
three-member Student Disciplinary Committee of the Board
of Regents as detailed in ''Procedural Standards in Disciplinary Proceedings" in the Student Handbook .

I

I

I

..

.·.
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All Committees whose recommendations have budgetary implications shall report those recommendations to the Finance Committee prior to submission for action to the full Board.

I

The Board may at any time establish such ad hoc committees
as it deems necessary or desirable.
F.

Amendments.
Amendments of these By-laws may be proposed by any member at
any duly constituted meeting of the Board but will not be
acted upon until the next meeting. Adoption of amendments
shall require a vote of a majority of the members.

I

I

!-..
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I

the commi!<.sion with any necessary reviSion in his financial status by April 15 of each year. The commission
may, by majority vote, extend the deadline for receipt of

caries of income tax returns, but may not waive the
requirement for filing copies of returns. Any covered official employed after April 15 of any year shall, within
forty-five (45) days of his employment, file with the commission a financial statement reflecting all offices or employment held by him, his spouse and dependents, his

major holdings and net worth as of January 1 of the year

of his employment.
(2) The commission may prescribe forms and procedures necessary to impkment the intent of KRS 61.782 to
61)90.
(3) The commission shali be empowered to question
any official CO\'ered by KRS 61.782 to 61.790 with respect
to the information filed, and bring any information it
deems necessary to the attention of the governor.
(4) The commission shall meet upon the call of the
chainnan, who shall be elected by the mt:mbers.
HISTORY' 1979 ex s, S 8, § I, eff. 5-12-79
1978 s 124, § 4
OAG 79-165. Persons covered by fmancial disclosure law
must include infonnation on full time and/or part time employment of their dept:ndents.

I

61.790 Jnformation held confidential
lnformation filed with the commission shall be held
confidential by the commission and shall at all times remain in the possession of the commission or its designated
representative, except as provided in KRS 61. 788(3).

HISTORY'

1978 S 124, § 5, eff. 6-17-78

OPEN MEETINGS OF PUBLIC
AGENCIES
61.805 Definitions

I

As used in KRS 61.805 to 61.850, unless the context
otht:rwise requires:
(l) "Meeting" means all gatherings of every kind, regardless of where the meeting is held, and whether regular or special and informational or casual gatherings held
in anticipation of or in conjunction with a regular or special meeting;
(2) ''Public agency" means any st:ne legislati.,·e, e>.ecuth·e, administrative or advisory board. commission. committee, p0licy m~king board of an institution of education
or other state agency which is created by or pursuant to
statute Of· executive order (other than judicial or quasijudicial bodies); any county. city, school district, special
purpose district board~. public commissions., councils. offices or other municipal corporation or political subdivision of the state: any committee, ad hoc committee,
subcommittee, subagency or advisory body of a public
agency which is created by or pursuant to statute. executive order, local ordinance or resolution or other leg1slativc act, including but not limited to planning commissions. library or park boards and other boards, commissions and agencies;

61.810

(3) "Action taken" means a collective decision, a commitment or promise to make a postUve or negative
decision, or an actual vote by a majority of the members
of the governmental body.
·'

HISTORY'

1974 H 100, § 1, eff. 6-21-74

596 SW(1d) 374- (Ky App 1979), Courier-Journal and LC'uisville Times Co v University of Louisville Bd of Tru!>t~. A nonprofit pri,·ate organi7..ation which holds property for a t::li\ersity
must comply with the Open Meetings Law w long as a c_t;o;-,ml
of the board of trustees of the university are memb-::n; of th~ organization and attend the meetings.
OAG 80-353. Public access to depositions in a civil C:l<.e i~
governed by the Rules of Civil Procedure, not by rh:= C'i·::n
records law, and a reporter does not have a right 1CI a:tc:-:C a
deposition hearing held in a pri\·ate office. A reroner ::an r~:~::sh
information received from any source. A deposition may ~ ordered sealed for good C:luse by a coun.
OAG 80-::!92. A \Tdunteer fire deFartment orpniz.e::! ~~ a
pri,·ate nonprofit corparation is not subject to the O~n \fee:;~;s
Law.

OAG 80-8i. An informal meeting of a majority oi cC\c:n:ilmen to decide how they would vote on a measure at th~ refu!ar
meeting constitut~ a put>lic meeting under the open mc:etinp a:L
OAG 78-634. When a quorum of a public agency at::-::::is a
convention they do not have to notify the press.
OAG 78-496. A committee formally arpointed by a pu:O:ic
agency is subje:: to the open meetings law to the same e.uent as
the agency.
OAG 78-203. The Kentucky Dental Association is not su~
ject to the open meetings law.
OAG 78-2S. Coroner may exclude news media from inqu:st.
but inquest verdict and testimony, when filed \loith circuit ci!:rk.
subject the record to the open records law.
OAG 76-64S. The minutes of the River Recion Mental
Health Retardation Board. Inc .. are open tO publi~ inspection.
OAG 76-03-..
A'!- concerns the "Sunshine Law", KRS
61.805(2) excld<!s quasi-_iudicial bodies from the definition .. pu~
lie agency." In :ldd:tiar•. KRS 61.810 ~pecifically e:u:\udo g:-:and
and petit jury ~ess1on~ Comidering the quasi-judidal n:1:ure of
the coroner's ir.~u~s: and the paraUel between the grand ju~ and
the coroner"s incuc~t in their investigatory nature, the coroner
has a sound di~cn"ticm as to keeping his inquest open or clos..-d to
the public.
OAG 7~-402. A Cl'mprchensive care cemer m:~y t-e either a
public agency cor::rollcd by a st~tutory board or a pri\·ate corporation; and a pnvate .::0rporation does not have to comply with
the open meeting!> Jaw, hm a statutory board must comply.
OAG 74-639. The Murray state universit\· student eovem·
ment association is not a public agency co,·~red by th; open
meetings law.

61.810 Exceptions to open meetings
All meetings of a quorum of the members of any public agency at which :Jr.~ public business is dis.:ussed or at
which any action i~ taker:. by such agency. are-declared to
be public meetings. open to the public at all times, e.\cept
for the following:
(1) Deliberation~ for decisions of the Kentucky parole
board.
(2) Deliberations on the future acquisition or sale of
real property by a public agency, but only when r'..lt.li::Hy
would be likely to affect the value of a specific piece of
property to be acquired for public use or sold by a public
agency.
(3) Discussions of proposed or pending litigation
against or on behalf of the public agency.
(4) Grand and petit jury sessions.

. ·.
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I

(5) Collective bargaining negotiations between public

employers and their employes or their representatives.
{6) Discussions or he:irings which might lead to the
appointment, discipline or dismissal of an individual employe,

member

or

student

without

restricting

that

employe's, member's or student's right to a public hearing
if requested, provided that this exception is designed to
protect the reputation of individual persons and shall not
be interpreted to permit discussion of general personnel
matters in secret.
(7) ~feetings between public agencies and industrial
prmpe"cts.
(8) Sta.te cabinet meetings and executive cabinet meetings.
{9) Committees of the general assembly other than
.-standing committees.
110) \ieetings which fedt"ral or stare law specifically re·
quire to be conducted in privacy.
(11) Meetings which the Constitution provides shall be
held in secret.
HISTORY'

1974 H !Oil, § 2, eiT. 6-21-74

Penally, 61.991(1)
CROSS REFERENCES

Ri:;ht of public to att.:nd me-etings. 56 Am Jur 2d, Municipal
Corporations, Counties, and Oi.her Political Subdivisions § 161

I

accu~d.

I

session unlt.""Ss a final action is to be taken.
OAG 80-247. A school board can meet in cloo:;ed .,~sian
with a committee which it has ~elected to assist it in o:;elt"cting a
new superintendent without ..·iobting the open meeting~ law.
OAG 80-81. An infonnal mr-eting of a majority of councilmen to decide how they would vote on a measure at the regular
meeting constitutes a public meeting under the open meetings act.
OAG 79-512. Where the riverpon. authority plans to d!s:::us.s
at a meeting the hiring of professional engineers, through a
rorporation or other business entity, to prepare an emironmental
impact statement, the open meetings exception of 6LSJ0(6) does
not apply.
OAG 79-412. Meetings of the state or a local human rights
commission for conciliation purposes need not be o~n to the
public.
OAG 77·392. Consideration by the board of education of the
appointment of a superintendent may be conducted in a cioioed
meeting and such consideration may include ~r~onal ime:-views
with the candidates. Final action of voting on whether to c:;-::pioy
and appoint a particular candidate should take place m an orn
meeting.
OAG 75·354. Discipline hearings on city employes may not
be open to the put-lie and may be closed '0\ithout going through
preliminary fonnality; persons who may be p::=-sent at a cl0sed
hearing discussed; deliberations of the civil ser.,.ice board may be
closed.
OAG 75-307. There is no law allowing m~tings where votes
are being tabulated to be closed to the press.

61.815
596 SW(2d) 374 ·(Ky App 1979), Courier·Journal and Louis·
ville Tim~ Co v UniversitY of Louisvilie Bd of Trustees. A non·
profit p:ivate organi1..:nion. which holds property for a university
mus: comply with the Open Meetings Uw so long as a quorum
of the board of trustee!> of the university are members of the Or·
ganiz.ation and attend the mewngs.
596 SW(2d) 374 (Ky App !979). Courier-Journal and Louis·
\;lle Times Co \. Universit\· of Louisville Bd of Trustees. A
meeting of a bo~rd of tru'>l~~ o!' a uni\·ersity may be closed to
con!--ider the eiection of one of two individual members to the position of chairman.
5S2 SW(2d) 651 (Ky App 1979), Richmond v Reed. Even
though meetings of public agen:::i~ which deal with the dismissal,
appointment or disci;Jiine of an employe are exempt from the
open meeting requir.:mcnts. it violates the statute when a hearing
board refuses to grant a request for a public hearing made by an
554 SW(2d) 72 (Ky 1917}, Fi ... :::al Court of Jefferson County\"
Couri!!r-Joumal & Louisville Times Co. A fi.c;ca] court may not
dir,.::us!> in executive !>ession a draft of a proposed ordinance.
55-t SW(2d) 72 (Ky 1977), Fi~a\ Court of Jefferson County v
Courier-Journal & Louis\·il!e Times Co. A fiscal court may discus" propo<>ed or pending litiption in executive session without
viob:ing the Kentucky Opt:n :..!eetings Law.
~)4 S\\'CdJ 72 (Ky 1977). Fi ...:::al Court of Jefferson County v
C0urier-Jourr.a\ &. Loui.,\·il\e Times Co. A tt:lcphone vote by a
f\c;cal e0ur.: whi::h pr1mmtd :md <.et salaries of county employc.>s
and ;.trproved a ka.'>e violat~ the Kentucky Open Meetings Law
and IS void.
551 SW(2d) 25 (Ky App 1977). Jeffer~on County Bd of Ed\"
Couner-Joumal.
A statu~ n·pon on collecti\'e b<uraining
nego:i<JtJOns i!t not e).empt from 0pen-meeting requirement.
5~1 SW(2dl :s (1\.y Ap~ 197'7). JetTero;on CClunty Rd of Ed v
Courier-Journal. A ~ard Clf education may not conduct a discu~!>IOn of feneral p-:~onnd r:::l:ters at a cl0sed meeting.
OAG 80-4:6. A pubil.: <:.;:en:-y does not \iolate the open
m~eung~ law by di~u<,sing a ma:ter by phone prior to the met=ting "'here action was taken.
OAG 8()..:!4S. Announcement only of the general nature of
the business tO t>e di!>-CU!i!ted is reqUired before going into ciMCd
session. So announ::ement or a:t1on ti. required after a c!O!>ed
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Requirements for conducting closed sessions

Except those public agencies excluded under KRS
61.810(1), (3), (4), (6) but only so far as it relates to students, KRS 61.810(7), (8), (9), (10) and (11), the follow.
ing requirements shaH be met as a condition for conduct·
ing closed sessions authorized by KRS 6l.Sl0:
(1) Notice shall be given in regular open meeting of
the general nature of the business to be discussed in
closed session and the reason for the closed ~ession:
(2) Closed sessions may be held only after a motion is
made and carried by a majority vote tn open, public- session;
(3) No final action may be taken at a closed session;
(4) No matters may be discussed at a closed session
other than those publicly announced prior to convening
the closed session.
HISTORY,

1974 H !Oil, § 3, eff. 6-21-74

Penalty, 61.991(1)
582 SW(2d) 651 (Ky App 1979), Richmond v Reed. E\·en
though meetings of public agencies which de.l.l with the di!imbul.
appointment or discipline of an employe are eumpt from the
open m~:eting requirements, it violates the suture when a h:;o:::..nng
board refu~e~ to grant a request for a public he.J.rinf made b:- an
accu~ed.

551 SW(2d) 25 (Ky App 1977), Jeffen.on Cuunty Bd 0r Ed \"
Courier-Journal. Prior notic~ of a proposed cio!>ed se~sion must
be given in a refular open meeting and must s.et out the general
naiUre of the husine!ts to be considered and the reason for
secrecy.
OAG 80-248. Announcement ani~· of the general nature of
the husines~ to he dis.:ussed i~ required hcfore going inw cl~
session. No announcement or a-.:tion is required after a clet~
session unless a final action b to be taken.
OAG 76-643. The prmisions of KRS 61.815 do not apply to
public agency discussions concerning litigation.
OAG 74-764. Under open mtttings law an e.Aecutive s.ession
cannot be held "'ithout first announcing the purpose: in an open
meeting. So matters may be discu~ed in an executi\e s...~f.lon

0
.
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oth~r than those publicly announced prior to convening the
closed session.

61.820
available

Schedule of regular meetings to be made

All meetings of all public agencies of this state, and
any committees or subcommittees thereof shall be held at
specified times and places which are convenient to the
public and shall provide for a schedule of regular meetings by ordinance, resolution, bylaws or by whatever other
means may be required for the conduct of business of that
public agency, and said schedule of regular meetings shall
be made available to the public.

HISTORY'

1974 H 100, § 4, eff. 6-21-74

61.845

OAG 77-75. Actions taken in violation of the Open Meetings

Uw will stand as valid unless voidtd by a court.
61.830 Action voidable for noncompliance
Any rule, resolution, regulation, ordinance or other
formal action of a public agency without substantial compliance with the requirements of KRS 61.810, 61.815,
61.820 and 61.825 shall be voidable by a court of competent jurisdiction. A certificate by the clerk or secretary of
said public agency at said meeting that the requirements
of KRS 61.810, 61.815, 61.820 and 61.825 were complied
with shall be prima facie and admissive in any court of
competent jurisdiction.
HISTORY,

1974 H 100, § 6, eff. 6-21-74

Penalty, 61.991(1}
CROSS REFERENCES

Notice of meetings; place of me~ting. 56 Am Jur 2d, Municipal Corporations, Counties, and O:her Political Suhdivisions §

ll8, I60

61.825 Requirements for holding special meetings
(1) A special meeting may be called at any time by the
presiding officer of the public agency or by a majority of
the members of the governing body of the public agency
by deliverjng personally or by mail written notice to each
member of the public agency and to each local newspaper
of general circulation, each news senice and each local
radio or television station which has on file with the public agency a written request to be notified of special meetings. Said notice of a special meeting must be delivered
personally or by mail at le.J.st twenty-four (24) hours prior
to the time of such meetinf" as specif1ed in the notice. If
time doeS not permit gi\ing. twenty-four (24) hour notice,
then notice that is reasonJ':lie under existing circumstances
and is calculated to inform the public shall be given to
the news media and the pubiic.
(2) The notice provided for in subsection (I) of this
section is not required in the event that a special meeting
is called to deal with an tr:~ergency involving injury or
damage to personal propeny or financial loss to a public
agency or the likelihood of such injury or damage or financial loss, when the time requirements of such notice of
such special meeting would make such notice impractical
and increa..o;e the likelihood of injury or damage or financial loss.
(3) \\'ith the exception of special meetings called pursuant to subsection (2) of this section no srecial meeting
shall be held except in full compliance with provisions of
subsection (I) of this section.

I

HISTORY,

1974 H 100, § 5, eff. 6-21-74

Penalty, 61.991(1)

I
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CROSS

AEFERE~CES

Meetinc-!- and p;OCt'C"Ciings, generally. ~6 Am Jur 2d, Municipal Corpa~ations. Counties, and O~hc:r Political Subdivhions §
Ill
OAG 79-130. Tbe specific language: of a statute governing
the manner in which 8 special m~ting of 8 local hoard of education may be called must pre,·ail 0\"C:r the: general 1J.n~ua£C: about
calling special m~tings found in the open meetings statute.

61.835

l\Iinutes to be rE."corderl; open to public

The minutes of action taken at every meeting of any
such public ag~ncy, setting fonh an accurate record of
votes and actions at such meetings, shall be promptly
recorded and such records shall be Cipen to public inspection at re2.sonable times no later than immediately following the next meeting of the body.
HISTORY,

1974 H 100, § 7, eff. 6-21-74

Penalty, 61.991(1)
CROSS REFERENCES

Minutes and records. 56 Am Jur 2d. Municipal Corporations,
Counties, and Other Political Subdivisions § 17i
OAG 78-176. A board of education cannot take a secret ballot under the open meetings law.

61.84{)

Condition!'. for

atlt-nrl~nce

No condition other th.:~.n those required for the maintenance of order shall apply to the attendance of any member of the public at any meeting of a public agt>ncy. No
person may be required to identify himself in order to attend any such meeting. Ali ag~:nr:ies shall provide meeting
room conditions which ins~far as is feasible allow eiTcctive
public ob~en·ation of the pubiic- meetings. All agencies
shall permit news media coverage, including but not limited to recording and broadcasting.
HISTORY,

1974 H 100, § 8, eff. 6-21-74

Penalty, 6l.991(l)

OAG 80-1.56.
A fiscal court is ro;-quired to permit no;-ws
media CO\erage at its meetings. \\'here the news media clau~ is
invoi..ed, some identific.ltion by eAtemal sign!io or devices or 't>y
oral cAplanation of the media representati,·e is ne~ry. A private per!>On not connected with the media may photograph the
fiscal court during a meeting pro,·idinf it does not inurfere With
maimJ.ining order.

61.845

Enforc~ment

The circuit coun.s of this state shall ha\e jurisdiction
to enforce the purposes of KRS 61.8l0 to 61.840, by in·
junction or other appropriate order upon application by
any citizen of this state.
HISTORY'

1974 H 100, § 9, eff. 6-21-74
..U)

1~11 R~:

l".tul
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61.850 Construction
KRS 61.805 to 61.850 shall not be construed as repealing any of the laws of the Commonwealth relating to
meetings but shall be held and construed as ancillary and
supplemental thereto.
HISTORY'

1974 H 100, § 11, eff. 6-21-74

OAG 77-674. A c\o<.ed meeting may be held to consider candidate for replacing a member of the ~chool board who has resi!;ned.

OPEN RECORDS
CROSS REFERENCES

Access to public records. 200 KAR 1:020

P.L. 93-579, The Privacy Act of 1974, Sec. 7, reads as follows:
"(a)(l) h shall be unlav.ful for any Federal, State or
local fO\emment ag~ncy to deny to any individual any
right, benefit. or pri\·ii:::ge provided by law because of such
individual's refusal to di~lose his social security account

I

number.
(2) The pro\·isions of para£raph (l) of this subsection
shall not apply with n:~pecr to-(A) any disclosure which is required by Federal statute. or
(B) the dio;closure of a social st-curity number to any Federal, State. or local ag~ncy maintaining a system of
records in existence and operating before January 1,
1975, if such di.<>elosur~ was required under statute or
regulation adopted prior to such date to verify the
identity of an indi\·idual.
(b) Any Federal. State. or local government agency
which rec'J~ts an individual tO di~close his social securitv
account number sh2.1l inionn that individual whether thit
disclosure is mand;ttOf)' or ·•oluntar;.·, by what statutor;.· or
other authorit\· such number is solicited, and what uses
will be made ~f it.''
OAG 79-413.

I

A notation of "Do Not Publish" on a public

record has no e!Tect on the right to inspect. copy and publish the
information in tht- record.
OAG 76-443. Under the open records act public records are
subject to public insrx-ction without the !.hawing of a l~gitimate
private interest or a wholesome public interest. The open records
act applies to police coum, and to all other courts trying penal
ca!.es. Unless a particular record is covered by a particular exc~p·
tion !>et forth in the statutes. the record is subj~ct to public in·
spection without the m:cc!Ssity of !>hawing a reason for the inspec·
tion.
OAG 7f>~:.;. Re.::ord~ kept hy local police departments are
subject to pt!b!lr insp~ction unless they come under one of the
e.'\ceptions Stated in KRS 17.150(2).
OAG 76-4~3. Records of coumv and circuit court clerks are
suhject to the O;'c:n records act. KRS 61.870 to 61.884, and are
open to public in-.pt'ction unless a particular record is expro~ly
m<Jdc: confidential by st.ate statute or court order.
OAG 7f~20. Rq;ional compreh~nsi\'c: cJ.re centers are .. public aten.:Je:." under the definition in the op~n n!'cords act. KRS
61.870(1}. :mC such record~ are therefore: public unle:-.~ the n:J.ture
of the record makes them coniidc:ntial. However. personal mental
health record~ of comprehensive care centers which directly or
indirect!)· identify a p3llenl are exempt from public inspection.
OAG 16-41Q. It is legally penni!.~ible for the oral histor;.•
commission of the d:-?anmem of library and archives to make
and keep ar. aFtt:nent wnh interviewees that rapes will be han·
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died in a certain manner including refusing access to the public
for a cenain number of years. The tape record is preliminary in
nature and will not be a final public record until such time as is
provided in the agreement. The agreement comes under exception
(g) of KRS 61.878(1).
OAG 76-384. The Kentucky board of ophthalmic dispen~rs
is required under the open records law to furnish a list of all persons licen~t-d by said board upon the request of the president of
the Ken!Ucky board of optometric examiners. An agency is not
required under the open records act to compile and deliver a list
it does not already have prepared but any person may inspect
public records and make his own list from said records. In the
spirit of cooperation and the statutory policy of comity one state
agency should furnish the requested list to another state agency.
OAG 76-375. The open records act does not charge state
agencies with the duty to provide records upon a request made
by mail.
OAG 76-375. Blanket requests for infonnation on a particu·
lar subject without specifying certain docum~ms need not be han·
ored. State employes may not be requested to make compilations
of records, but the public has the right to inspect compilations
which have been made in the course of business unless the subject matter is confidential by law.
OAG 76-375. The right to have copies of r~ords i~ :=.nciliar;.·
to the right of inspection and does not stand by iu..elf. If a person
has not inspected the records he desires to copy and cannot de·
scrihe them with specif1city, there is no requirement that copies
of any records must be delivered to him. A citizen may make a
fishing expedition through public records on his own time and
under the restrictions and safeguards of the public agency, but a
willingness to pay for copies of records is not suf:iciem to put
the State agency under obligation to furnish broad categories of
records.
OAG 7&-375. A person does not have a right to require a
list to be made from public records if the list de::.cnbed does not
already exist. If the list exists and is not otberv•ise ccmfidemial
by law, a person may inspect the list and obtain a copy of it.
OAG 7&.366. The Kentucky heritage comnission is legally
authorized to adopt regulations which will pren:n: put-lie inspec·
tion of specific portions of its files. The O?en r~corC.s a~t rrcnides
that each public agency shall adopt rules and re;;"Ji::mons in con·
formity with the provisions of the act.

()

61.870 Definitions
As used in KRS 61.872 to 61.884,
(1) "Public agency" means every state o:- lo:..:.Jl offl-=er,
state depanment, division, bureau, board. c:Jmmissivn and
authority; every legisbtive board, commis~icm. committee
and officer; every county and city gO\emi;)!; hody. coun·
cil, school district board, special district t>o:ud, municipal
corporation, court or judicial agency, and any board,
department, comm1ssion, committee, subcommittee. ad
hoc committee, council or agency thereof: and any other
body which is created by state or local aurhoriry ir. any
branch of government or which derives at leas! twenty·
five percent (::!5%) of its funds from state or lo:.:al aui.hor·
ity.
(2) "'Public records" means all books. pap~rs, m:1ps.
photographs. cards, tapes, discs, recordings or Nher d0cu·
mental')· materials regardless of physical fonn or characteristics. which are prepared, owned, useC, in the P~"'SSeS·
sian of or r~tained by a public agency. "Pubii: rt><:ord"
shall not include any n:cords owned by ~ private person
or corporation that are not related to fun:tions. activities,
programs or operations funded by state or local authority.
(3) "Official custodian" means the chief administrative
officer or any other off1cer or employe of a public agency
who is responsible for the maintenance, care and keeping
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Education

16~.2S4

Student organi7..ation r::gistration stah:ment, filed with public
school or state univer<,ity or college, a.s open to in~pection by
public. 37 ALR3d 1311
OAG 74-605.
Stud::nt tr.an~cript of grades and academic
shall be confidential unless e,.press consent of the student
is gi\·en.
OAG 7.:-19. The p:1yment of tuition by the federal government for courses in law enforc::m::nt is the same as a schob.rship,
and the student's academi:- rtcord may b: furnished the ft":deral
goH:mment even thou.;h confid::n:iJ.I.

policy rendered against the insured for Joss or d:1mage to
pwperty of any student or other person, or death or injury of any student or other person.
HISTORY,

record~

16-+.:~84
\\'aiHr of tuition
fin or older; conditions

~:nd

f{'es for person sixty-

(1) When any per~on sixty-fi\'e {65) years of age or
older, who is a resident of the Commonwealth, is admit·
ted and enrolls as a studt:nt in any state-supponed institution of higher learning in this Commonwealth, the board
of trustees of the institution or Nher appropriate institution officials shall w!live all tuition char~<:es and fees for
such student, except as provided in subse-ction (2) of this
section.
(2) In the event that classes are full or the granting of
free admission requires addi~ional units, the institmion
may deny admission under this section.

I

HISTORY'

1976 H 590, eff. 6-19-76
CROSS REFERENCES

Admission, state colieg:s and universities: tuition. 15A Am Jur
2d, Colleges and Uni\'ersities § 19, 22

1962 c 59, eff. 6-14-62
CROSS REFERENCES

Ton liability of state colleges and universities. l5A Am Jur
2d, Colleges and Univt!rsities § 39
Tort li3bility of public ~chools .and institutions of higher
learning for accidents as~Ociated with transpon.ation of SIUdents.
34 ALR3d 1210

1&t.2871 Liability insurance for member of goYerning
beards, faculty, and staff
The governing boards of each state institution of
higher education are authorized to purchase liability insurance for the protection of the individual members of
the governing boards, faculty, and staff of such institutions from liability for acts and omissions committed in
the course and scope of the indi\'iduars employment or
sen·1ce. Each institution may purchase the type and
amount of liability coverage deemed to best serve the interest of such institution.
H1STORYo

1978 S 339, efT. 6-17-78
CROSS REFERENCES

Personal liability of officers and employees. !SA Am Jur 2d.
Colleges and Universilies § 41
Tort liability of public schools and institutions of hifher
learning for injuries resulting from lack or insufficiency of supervi~ion. 38 ALR3d 830

1~.285
ProYisions of KRS 64.6-+0 and 156.010 inapplicable to institutions of higher learning

KRS 156.010 and M.MD and any other statute. to the
extent that they pro\'ide that the Vni\'ersity of Kentu-=ky,
Eastern Kentucky State University, Western Kentucky
State University, Murray State University, and r-.lorehead
State l.Jniversity shall be included in the department of
education and constitute a division thereof, are hereby re·
pealed.
HISTORY'

1952 c 2S, § 3, eff. 6-19-52

H>l.:86 Repealed
HISTORY' 196: c 210, §50. eff. 6-14-62
195:'. c 2S, § 5
1~.287

I

~1otor

Hhicle lbbility insurance; ronditi(Jns

E.:1ch board of regents or trus<ees of the statesupponed institutions of hil!her learning is authorized to
pro\'ide for liability and indemnity imurance against the
nt>gligence of dri"ers or op::rators of mawr \'chicles or
other mobile equipment owned or cr'-"r::ued by the hoJ.rd.
If the transpon.Jtion of m::mbers of the srudent [.,.,dies is
let out under contract, the contract ~hall require the contractor to carry indemnity or liability insurance against
neelieence in such amount as the board desir;na.tes. In eith;r ~ase the indemnity bond or insurance p()Iicy shall be
issued by some surety or im.urance company authorized to
tia:"ls.act business in this state. and shall bind the comp:1n)'
to pay any final judgment not to e>.ceed the limits of the

164.288 Power of state uninrsities and colleges to
accept federal aid

Any of the srate colleges or uni\'ersities or the l 7 niversity of Kentucky or the state on behalf of any of the colleges or the universities may accept federal aid in the
form of services, equipment, supplies. materials or funds
by way of gift, grant or Joan for the purpose of hit:her
education including student loans. Any of the state colleges or the universities acting through its president or its
governing board i~ heieby authorized to receive such serv·
ices, equipment, supplies, materials and funds as are now
available or may be made a\'ailable. The colleges and the
universities are hereby authorized to use funds appropriated to them in the 1959-1960 fiscal year in carrying
out the rn:ltching provisions required by federal pro,g:rams,
loans or grants.
HISTORY, 1972 S 1S5, § 31, efT. 6-16-72
1960 c 136, § 1
CROSS REFERENCES

Land f_rant.<. and gcncnnnen1al ::il'propri;Hions. !SA Am Jur
2d, Colkgt.""S and L"ni\ersitie. § 33

16-$.189 Faculty member's power to ,·ate

Notwithstanding any other provision of KRS Chapter
164, the faculty memher of any go\'erning board of any
institution of higher education surr)()ned in whole or in
pan by state funds, whether or not described as non-

(
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I

Stale Uni,·ersities and Colleges; Regional Education; Archaeology

voting, shall have the right to vote on all matters exct:pt
that of faculty comr~n~ation.
HISTORY,

1972 S 41, § 6, efT. 6-16-72
CROSS REFERENCES

Gon:rnmem and conduct of schools. 15A Am Jur 2d. Collegt!S and L:niversities § II to 16

164.191
Student
honorarium; effect

OAG 77-693. Fa::ulty members-trustees and regents of statesupponed institutions of higher learning have the right to vote on
all matters before a board of regents or trustees save and e.xcept

that of faculty compensation.

164.:!891

Faculty YOting member of board of

tr~so.ees

or regents

Any university under the jurisdiction of the council on
higher educ:nion may have a faculty member as a voting
member ..or its board of trustees or regents.
HISTORY,

1978 S 41, § 3, efT. 6-17-78
CROSS REFERENCES

Gmernment and conduct of schools. l5A Am Jur 2d. Colleges and L:niversities § II to 16

STATE COLLEGES AND UKIVERSITIES

president

to

recciYe

The president of the student body of any state university may receive an honorarium for his service. The receipt of such honorarium or other compensation from the
university shall not constitute a co:tOict of interest in the
event he serves on the governing board of the uni-.ersity.
HISTORY,

OAG 7S-4.0. A faculty member on the board of trustees is
entitled to vme on the appointment but not compensation of
faculty personnel <tnd may also vote on the issue of promotion
but should have the record rei1~ct that no vote is being cast with
respect to any incrt:ase in salary which might accompany ~uch
promotion.

body

164.295

1978 H 661, § I, efT. 6-17-78
CROSS REFERENCES

University students. generaliy. 15A Am Jur 2d, Colle~es and
§ 17 to 31

L'ni~-ershies

164.293
:\"orthem Kentucky L'ni,ersiry reco:;nized:
laws ap~licable
(1) There is hereby recogniz-:d 2.S e;;tablished and u:aintained a state university in this Coomon\\ ealth 10 to-e
d;:signated and known as Konherr. Kentucky C:1:-.:e:-si:y.
the location of which shall be dete:-:nined by the c~·un-::il
on higher education on the advice of a group of '" eh·::
(12) persons from the northern se:tion of the state. to be
appointed by the governor, not more than six (6) of
whom shall belong to the same political party.
(2) Ail the provisions of KRS Chapter 164, ar?iying
to the state universities shall apply to Xorthe:-n KeniUcky
University.
HISTORYo 1978 S ~89, § 104, eff. 6-17-78
1976 H 180, § 2; 19i4 H 105: 1972 S 185. § 3:: 19i0
S !53,§ 30, H 26. § 1: 1968 H 255, § I
OAG i3-24~. The mt'mbers of the board of regents ""hc- are
appointed by the go\'t:mor are req:.:irffi to file urider :he F<::ancial Di5-closure Act \\ hile the faculty member and the s:den:
member, not being appointed by the f.:l\emor, are no: r~~t.:red
to so file.

164.290 State unh·ersities recognized

I

,,
)

(I) The state colleges formerly designated as E~stem
Kentucky State College, Morehead State College, M u:-ray
State Coliege. Western Kentucky State College. Nonhern
Kentucky College, and Kentucky State College may be
known and recof:nized as Eastern Kentucky Univ~rsity,
Morehead State University, Murray State Uniwrsity.
\\"estern Kentucky Universtiy, Northern Kentucky University. and Kentucky State University.
(~) Ken;ucky S;~ne UniYersity located at Fran't:fon.
Kentucky. i~ a b.nd-grant state institution and. as such.
all the rr:wisiom of K RS Chapter 1M, with the t'.\cr:ption
of the provisions of KRS 164.320 concerning the appointment of the initial board of regents, applying to the other
four region3.1 uni\·ersities shall likewise apply w Kentucky
State University.

HISTORYo 19i6 H ISO,§ I, efT. 6-19-76
1972 S 54. § 4: 1966 c 6, § 4; 1952 c 41, § 8; 1948 c
11, § 1; KS 4527-37
CROSS REFERENCES

Tort liability of public 5.chools and instiwtions of higher
leaming. 86 ALR1d 4S9

164.295

Pro~r.ams

of state uni,ersities

The six (6) state universiti~s shall tJrovide:
(1) Upon approval of the council on higher tdu.:ation,
associate and baccabureate prog:r:J.ms of instru..::tion:
(2) Upon approval of the council on higher education.
graduate programs of instruction at the m3sters-degree
level in education. business. and the arts and sciences.
sreci;J.Iist dt"ffe'C!. and program~ bcycmd the m:m;::rs·d:!_;ree
level to meet the requirements for te:!chers. s~ht)ol l:.:3d:!rs
and other cenif1ed per~onnel:
(3) Re~earch and sen·ice rr~1f'Tams directly n:l:Hed to
the needs of their primary geographical areas;
(4) And. may provide programs of a communit) college nature in their own community comparJ.ble to those
!ist~d for the Uni,ersity of Kentucky community col:ege
system. as pro\·ided by thi!- chapter.
HISTORYo 1978 S 289, § 109. eff. &-P-iE
1976 H ISO,§ 3; 1972 S 54,§ 5: !966 c 6. § 5
CROSS AEFEREI'.:CES

Admi-.sion to SUite coll:-g5 and uni\enitio 15A -':.. J:.::
Colleges and Universities§ Ji, IS

~

EducJtion

164.300

I

HH.300 Purpose of st::Jtc uni,·crsities and colleges
The purpose of the !>late universities and colleges is to
give instruction at the college level, in residence and
through extension study, in ac~ldemic, vocational and
professional subjects and in the science and art of teaching. including profe~sional ethics, to conduct training
schools, fidd service and re5earch, and to render such
supplemental sen·ices as conducting libraries and
museums, dom1i10ries. f:J.rms, recreational f<lcilities and offering instruction in su~h general and cultural subjects as
constitute a part of their curricula.
HISTORY:

KS 4527-38
CROSS REFERENCES

Collt'ges and uni\(:ositi6, gt'n:=rally. 15.-\ Am Jur 2d, Colleges
and Vni\"ersines § 124

164.305 Rt.:numbercd
HISTORYo

16~.310

I

Transferred to 164.355 (1952)

Bca;ds of rq;ents created

There shall be <i board of regents for each of the state
colleges, w be known 3.5 the board of regents of the
_ . _ . Statt lini\ _ff.Sity {or College).
HISTORY, 19~8 c 11. § 2. eff. 6-17-48
KS 4527-39
CROSS REFERENCES

Government ~md conduc1 of schools. !SA Am Jur 2d, Collt-ge!- and Cni\ersiti~ § II to 31
1~ ..310
\[e:nbcrs of board of regents; 2ppointment:
tt:rm; ,·ac:.mcies; oath

I

(1) TI1e board of regents for Eastern Kentucky Univer·
sity, Morehead State University, Murray State University,
Western Kentucky University, Kentucky State University
an~ :"'onhe:-n Ker.tucky University shall each consist of
ei£ht me:nbt:r~ ~;"!pointed by the governor, one member of
the t~achin£: f:..tcult\". :::nd one member of the student bod\'
of the re~Pt:;:tive ~niversity or college. The members ~f
the board shall ~elect a chairman annually.
(2) The i!1i;:i:d terms of appointed members shall be for
four years. :..tnd until their succes~ors are appointed and
qu~lified. \\'he:1t:\cr a term e.\pires after July 15, 1980,
the memh-:=r ~p~ointed b~ the f:_ovemor to fill the n.cancy
shall b:: appointed for a six (6) year term. Such appointment!. shJ.ll be made by the gon:rnor within thirty days
afte:- the e:o..pir::uion of the term of each member. If the
gO\ ern or shouid fail to make any ~uch appointment
within thirty days after the e:o..piration of the term of any
m:=mb:::r, the remainin£ mt:rnbas of the h~1ard of regents
of the p.nicubr uni\·ersity or coll:>ge who~e tams shall
not h~'"c e.\pired. shall make $Uch .1ppoin;mem within
sixty d.:?.ys after the e.\piration of su~h term.
(3) Sot more than two appointed members of any
board shall be residents of one county; nor more than
four of the appointed members of any board shall belong
to the ssme political pany. Membership on the board
sh::tll not be incompatible with any other state office.
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(4) Appointments to fill vacancies shall be made in the
same rnJ.nner and within the same time after the occurrence of the vacancy as regular appointments. The person
appointed shall hold the position for the unexpired term
only.
(5) Each appointed member of the board shall, at the
first meeting following his appointment, take an oath to
f.::ithfully discharge his duties.
(6) Each member of the board shall serve for the term
for which he is appointed and until his successor is appointed and qualified.
(7) The faculty member shall be a te;.1ching or research
member of the faculty of his respective university or colJege of the rank of assistant profe-"-"OT or above. He shall
be elected by secret ballot by all faculty membas of his
university or colle-ge of the rank of ass!~tant professor or
above. The faculty member shall sen·e for a term of three
years and until his successor is elected and qualified. The
faculty member shall be eligible for reelection, but he
shall not be eligible to continue to serve as a member of
such board if he ceases being a member of the teaching
staff of the uni\ersity or college. Elections to fill vacancies
shall be for the unexpired term in the same manner as
provided for original election.
(8) The student member shall be the president of the
student body of the university or college on whose board
of regents he is to sen·e. If the president of the student
body is not a full-time srudent who maintains permanent
residency in the Commonwealth of Kentucky, a special
election sha11 be held to select a full-time student who
does maintain permanent residency in this Commonwealth
as the student member.
HISTORY, 1980 c 10. § 3. eff. 7-15-80
197S S 155, § 5, H 607. § 48: 1976 H !SO,§ 4; 1972 S
41, § 2, S 185. § 33: 1970 S 357, H 26, § 2; 1968 S
118. § 2. H :'.55.§ 2: 1956 1st ex s. c 7, An XlY, § 1:
1952 c 41, § 10; KS 452/-40 to 4527-4:!
CROSS REFERENCES

Go\"emment and conduct of schools. 15A Am Jur 2d, Colleges and Universities § 11 to 31
OAG 80-402. Then: is no incompatibility in law or in fact in
hold in; at the s:>.me time the positicm:; of Common" e:1lth Au or·
ney and memt~:r!'>hip on the board of regent~ of one of the state
uni,·ersities.
OAG 78-40. A faculty member on the board of re!!ents is
entitled to vote on the appointment but not compen!.ation of
faculty per~0nnel and may abo vote on the issue of promotion
but !>hould have the record reflect th:tt no vote i~ ~ing cast with
re~pect . to any im:r~·.1..q• in .'>:i lary which mifht a::.:omp:my such
promot]("ln.

OAG ii-693. Faculty mt"mber-n:gent of a state-~upp.."lrted institution of higher learmng has the n~ht to vote on all m:lttc:n.
before: a board of regent!> s.a,·e and e.\cept that of facuhy comrcnS3ttOn.
OAG 77-212. As a re~uh of Wcstc:m Kentucky Uni\·ersity's
pre.,ent policy. depanment head~ are basically admini~trawrs. as
Of'f'C'"ed 10 tf":..lchen. and re.. earchen and theref~•re may not <,er.e
as. the faculty memher on th:.- bo:ud of re!,'ents.
OAG i7-27. The tenr. for the fa.:uhy re>.'ent becin~ to run
from the d:1te the office b t;;ken and for the l;ngth of time fhed
by the law.
OAG 7.5-298. A majority of a membership of a board of regents is required to elect a president of a· state university.
OAG i4-7:!6. All faculrv members ha,·e the ri2h1 to \"Ote on
the faculty repr~nuti,·e on- the board of ret:ent.S. -

(

..

I

OAG 74-632. The faculty member of the hoard of regents of
a <;tate uni\r:tsity must be a tt:aching or re:-.e:.trch mcmbt:r and not
an aCmini~tr:nor.
OAG 74-179. It is immaterial if a student memher of the
board of rt:gt:nts of a state uniwrsity is from the same county as
another member or is of a panicular party or is related to
an01her mt:mber.
OAG 73-:!-n. The members of the board of regents who are
ar~oin1:-d by the gO\ernor are rt:quirt:d to file under the Financial Di~.::k•sure Act while the faculty member and the student
memh.:r. :101 b::in; appoin1ed by the governor, are not required

to so lile.
OAG 6S-560. Tht> s!Lldent member of the hoard of regents
·should no< b.\C :m interest in uni\ersity contracts.

164-.3:3

}~P.S

63.GSOC!.) applicable to board of regents

KRS 63.0~0(2) hereby is expressly made applicable to
membas of the board of regents of each of said uniYersities or colleges.
HISTORYo

1956 1st ex s, c 7, Art XIV. § 2, efT. 4·1·57

16.;.330 Orpnization and
gents; c:-.;•!:r:~cs

offi~crs

HISTORYo

KS 4527·42
CROSS REFERENCES

Offtcer!' and faculty. 15A Am Jur 2d.
ties § II to 16
Prop:::ny and fund!>. 15A Am Jur 2d.
ties § 3:?. to 37

Coli~£.~

and Uni\ersi-

College~

and Universi-

164.335 \tc:mbers of general assembly not to sene on
goHrning boards of institutions of higher learning
In :Jddition to the qualifications provided in KRS
IM.l30 for membtrs of the board of trustees of the Univasity o;- Kr:ntud:y. in KRS l64.S:W for rnemhers. of the
b,1ard ci t:-:.J"ih::e~ of the University of Louis,·ille, and in
KRS Jt,.!.3::CJ for members of th:: ho<.~rd of regents of
other Kemu::ky universities and state colleges. no person
who is a :n~mber of either h0use of the Kentucky general
as!<>emhly shall serve as a member of the board of trustees
or board of reftnts of any state suppuncd college or university.
HISTORY·

1Q7:: H 24. eiT. 6-lt--7"2
C~QSS

164.340 \feetings of bonrds; quorum
Each bo:nd of regents shall meet qu:J.rterly at the university or coll::ge or at such other place as is agreed
upon. Upon written request of the president of the u!liversity or college or of two (2) members of the hoard. the
chairman of the board shall call a special meeting at a
place designated by him, and the board may at such special meeting transact any or all business that it may transact at a regular meeting. A majority of the members of
the board shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of
business, but no appropriation of money nor any contract
that requires an appropriation or disbursement of money
shall be made. and no tt::acher employed or dismissed. unless a majority of all the members of the board \'Ote fo:it.
HISTORY,

KS 4527-43
CROSS

REFE~ENCES

Go\emment and conduct of schools. l5A Am Jur 2d, Collt:;es and Cni\e:-sities § 11 to 31

of boards of re-

Ea:h bo2rd of regents shall hold its first meeting
within t~i:-ty (30) days after each appointment of new
members. The pbce of meeting shall be designated by the
superintt:nd:::nt oi public instruction. At this meeting there
shall be·· electeC a \"ice-chairman and a secretary for the
bo:1rd. E~::-h b.Jard shall appoint a tre~surer. and such officers as it dt::m<.. necessary but no member of any of the
boards shall be appointed treasurer. :So member of any
board shall draw any salary for his !<>erYices. but shall be
reimbursed for necessary e:.\penditures made in going to
and from each meeting of the board and for other legitimate exper.ses. The e:\penses. si":ali be paid out of the
funds of the university or college.

I

16~.350
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OAG 75-634. A faculry member of a state uni\·ersity may
only be employed or granted tenure upon recommendation of the
president of the uni\·ersity. \\"hen employment or tenure is the
subject of a merion of the board of regents, an afr:rmative vote of
a majority of the board is required lO enact.
OAG 75-298. A majority of the membership of the board of
regents is required to eiect a rresident of a state university.

164.350 General powers of boards of regents
The g:o\"emment of each of the state universities and
colleges is \"e5ted in its res.;->ective board of regents. Each
board of regents. when its mcr.1bers ha\'e beer. appointed
and qualified. shall constitute a body corporate. with the
usual corporate powers, and with all immunities. rights.
pri\·ileges and franchises usually attaching to the" governing bodies of educational instiTutions. Each board may:
(1) Recei\"e grants of money and expend the same for
the use and benefit of the university or college:
(2) Adopt hybws, rules and regulations for tfte fO\ernment of its members. officers. agent!' and employes. and
enforce obedience to such rules;
(3) Require such reports from the president, officers,
faculty and employes as it d~ems necessary and proper
from time to time;
(4) Determine the number of divisions, depart:nenrs.
bur::aus. 0fiices and ar:encie; needt·d for the successful
conduct of the 3fTairs of the uni\ ersity Dr colh.·ge; and
(5) Grant diplomas and confer degree~ upon the recommendation of the presidt>nt and faculty.
HISTORYo

KS 4527·44
CROSS AEFER!:NCES

Pc>"'-t"f" and duti6. generally. 15A Am Jur
L"ni1er~i1i~

1d,

Coll::-g~

and

§; w 10

F.::r;.R:NCES

Empl0~ment

in confhct with me:nbe:-ship in general as!>embly
prohibited. ~.,ception, o.EOO
Pri,;kges and e\emptions of members of state kgislature. 72
Am Jur :.c. S:.ate!o. T c:rmories, and Dependencies § 55

::!87 Kv 83-l, 155 SW(:?.d) 460 {1941), Daniel \ Hoofnel.
Ug:i!>l:nure. m:~~ waive the immunity from suit its agencies.. such
as the Western State Tuchers College. enjoy.
475 F(:!d) 113::! (1973), Associated Students of Western Ken·
tud:y lini\·ersity \" Dnwning. The officials of the: uni,·ersity tr.3)'
May 19£1 Rc-p!accnent Co.i1

..
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I

te~minate

a ccmtract to ~how a film which they comidcr ob ... cene.
475 F(:'.d) 707 (1973). Robin~on ,. Board of Rccents of
~<;tcm Kcntucky llniversity. The board of regents m;y adopt
curfc·.•• hours which <:~pply to women students only.
OAG ;.;.)9. Statutes and policy prohibit the drinking of alcc>hulic he\a;ig::s on uni\"ersity c:~.mpuses.
0.-\G 71-4-D.
There is no statutory or constitutional incmr:;--~t:t>ility ~etv.cen the po~itions of a Western Kentucky Uni\er~it~ prof~~~or~hip and city commissioner; but the board of rege;,rs of t~e ur.iH:r~iry h::~s the authority to enact a rule prohibiting. :.Jny uni\er~iry empioye or professor from seeking the JJomination or ck:::rion to a paid public office.
OAG 70-..!33. Ille;3.l acquisitions of real property by a state
colkgc without finance dt:panment approval discus~ed.
OAG 69-614. L'ni\"-o:rsity re-t:ulations, adopted by the board of
re.:;en:~ which in gencral permit st3.IT members to enter student
rooms for e:T>err:ency reasons, to search personal belongings
where dctr.ger to other appears to exist, and to remcwe articles
..., hich are i!h:gal or contrary to uni,·ersiry regulations. are a valid
e.\erci~e of the st3.tutory authority to govern the institution.
OAG C9-5.!9. Board of regents may approve rei.I!-.Onable regulation~ gove:-ning the use of motor vehicles by students.
OAG 69-269. University 3uthorities have an inherent general
power to maint:.Jin order on campus and to exclude those detrimental to the well-being of the institution.
OAG 69-132. The faculty or a committee of the faculty,
desi;nated by the hoard of regents. has jurisdiction to consider
and take adminis;:rative action in cases in\"Ol\"ing d:!:-oh::dJence of
rule!> of conduct; other groups may refer alleg"ed infractions to
the de.,ignated committee: and dormitory rules designed 10 accoum for presence of f:!male students during late night h(ll:r!> are
re~ard~C as rea!:-onable rules based upon reasonabie cia~si!ication
and within the 3uthority of boards of regents under K.RS
16-1.350.

16--t.355 Agriculture and mechanic arts departments at
Kentucky State L;ni\·ersity: federal fund
The Kentucky State University shall maintain a
deranment of Bgriculture and the mechanic ans. :..:nd for
th3.t purpose i5 en:ith:d to receive and shall receive an equit.:lble portion of the money appropriated to the s~ate by
an act of congress approved August 30, 1890.

HISTORYo
b~

1952 c 41, § 9, efT. 6-19-52

Sote: Thi~ ~enion \.\as enacted as 164.305 and ren!..!mbered
Revi!<er of Statures.
CROSS REFERENCES

Land ~r:!nts and gO\emmcntal
::d. Colicge<, and lini\t:r~iti~ § 33

16-L360
facuh~

I

and

Appointment

appropri:.~tions.

and

remoYal

(3) E..1.ch board may remove the president of the university or college, and upon the recommendation of the
president may remove any facuhy member or employe.
but no president or faculty member shall be removed except for incompetency. neglect of or refusal to perform his
duty, or for immoral conduct. A president or faculty
member shall not be removed until after ten (10) days'
notice in writing. stating the nature of the charc:es
preferred, and after an oppmtunity has been given him- to
make defense before the board by counsel or cthervoise
and to introduce testimony which shall be heard and determined by the board. Charges against a president shall
be preferred by the chairman of the board upon written
information furnished to him, and charges against a
faculty member shall b~ preferred in writing by the president unless the offense is c\1mmitted in his pre~ence.

HISTORYo 1974 H 36S, § 32, efT. 6-21-74
KS 4527-44, 4527-46
CROSS REFERENCES

Employment in conflict with
prohibited, e.\ception, 6.800

memf-er~hip

in general

:~.s~:::::-l::.!y

Appointment and rt>mO\"a] of offlcas and faculty. l~A Am
Jur 2d. Colleges and Uni\"ersities § II
Dismissal or rejection of public school te:icher because of disloyalty. 27 ALR2d 487
\\"hat constitutes "incompetency.. or "'inefficiency.. as a
ground for dismissal or demotion of public schoohea:her. 4
ALR3d 1090
Sexual conduct as ground for o;smissal of te:.Jcher or der.i:.Jl or
revocation of teaching cenificate. 7S ALR3d 19
What constitutes. "insubordination" as ground for disrr.iss.:1l of
public schoolteacher. 78 ALRJd 83

64 Ky L J 911 (1976). l11e Dismissal of Public Scho..'ll
Teachers for Aberrant Beha,·ior. Richard H. C. Clay 1Comr:-.entl
OAG 77-579. The aprointment of a president of th~ u~:q~r
sity is limited to not more than a fom·ye~u r::rind. but pri~1~ t0
the expiration of that period the a;"lpo:mment Oil.:l) he
renegotiated so long as the pr.:~ident's leng-th of emplt,ymem
ne\'er exceeds a total period gre-Jter than four year~.
OAG 76-176. Matters involving the a::'roimment of b.:-ulty
tnt'"mher.; and compc-nN."1tion and ter.ure of s:::n·i.:e 3.re su\:'Jt:ct~ kft
to the di~cretion of the bo<~.rd of rt:gents but tht.>re must be a r~
ommendation by the pn::-id:.:nt fur tt."nure st.:J.iu~ for a f:~..:ulty
member.

l5A Am Jur

of president,

emplo~cs

( 1) Each hoard of r~gcnts may appoint a pre~idcnl,
and on the recommendation of the president mv.~. in its
di:-cretior., appoint all faculty members and employes and
fi:\ their cornrcn~:ttion and tenure of service, subj(!Cl to
the pro,·isiom of ~ub~ection (2) of this. section.
(2} !\"o r~r:-on ~hJ.IJ be employed for a longer period
thar. four (4) years. :-.:o ptr~on shall be empk)ycd wh0 i~
rebted to am· memher of the hoard of reo:ent~ :!:- father.
motht:r. broth~r. si:;ter. husband. wife. ~on. ~d:HJghtt:r. aunt.
u:1ck. si:.ter-in-bw. bwther-in-law, son-in-law M da:.:ghterin-Jaw. exce-pt thai upon written recommendation of thepre:sident of the uni\"ersity or college, one (1) such relati\e
of each member of the board of regenL' may be appointed
upon confirmation by the other three (3) appointed membcrs.

164.365 Go\Crning boards of institutions to h.:1n• n·
clusiH" control of employment. tenure and offici.:1l relations of employes
Anything in any statute of the Commonwealth W the
contrary notwith:.t:.ltldinf!, the powc:r 0\·er and control of
appointmenb, qualifications. s~tlarie~ :-~nd r:0;:1pens:ninn
payabl:::: out of the st:-~te treasury or otherwi:.e. promo:i,)ns..
and officiJ.l relations of all employes of E::1~tern Kentucky
State CniH:rsity, \\'eStern Kentucky State Lniversity.
Murray St:1te lJni,·ersity, and Morehe:ld St3te L'niH·rsi:y,
a~ prcl\·ided in KRS 164.350 and lt--1-.360. and of Kentucky State- L'ni\·ersity. ~hall be unci::r the ndus.i'e _iuri~
diction of the re~re.:tiw f.0' erning bo:J.rd~ of e:1:h of th:!
im.ti!Ution:. named.

HtSTOR\'o

1952 c 28, § 2. efT. 6-19-52
CROSS REFERENCES

Go\ernment and conduct of
leges and L:in:rsities § II to Jl

!h:hool~.

15A Am Jur 2d, Col-

(.
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I

545 F(2d) 15 (1976). Well~\' Bd of Rt·gcnts of ~turray State
Vni,ersity. The bo:.trd of rq:cnts has e"clu!>i'e juri~diction to de·
tcrmine cmphlyc hcndits, induCing the fixing of tenure.

16-L370 Suspension or expulsion of students

Each board of n•£ents may invest the faculty or a
committee of the faculty and students with the power to
susp;:nd or exrel any student for disobedience to its rules,
or for any other contumacy, insubordination or immoral
conduct. In e,.·ery case of suspension or expulsion of a
student the person suspended or expelled may appeal to
the board of regents. The board of regents shall prescribe
the manner and the mode of procedure on appeal. The
decision of the hoard of regents shall be final.

HISTORY, 1978 S lSI, eff. 6-17-78
KS 4527-44, 4527-47
CROSS REFt:MENCES

I'\c"':mendance or e_,pulsion as affecting right to recover tuition. J5A Am Jur 2d, Collet:es 2.nd Universities§ 22
Dl~:ni~sal or e"rulsion of students. 15A Am Jur 2d. Colleges
and l~ni\er~ities § 25 to 27
Right of student to hearing on charges before suspension or
e.,p:.~ision from educational institution. 58 ALR2.d qo3
P<lnicipation of swdent in demonstration on or near campus
as ..,arr;.mting expulsion or suspension from !'>Chool or college. 32

I

ALR3d 864

OAG 78-638.

OAG 71-382. "Part-time" teacher is considered a •·te:;::hcr''
within the m~aning of the statute prohibiting a teacher at a uni\'crsity from being intt"fested in a contract with the uni\ersity.

16-1-.400 Incidental expenses; fees
The respective h~1ards of regents of the state uni\ersities and colleges shall establish such incidental f.::es and
nonresident tuition fees as will be sufficient for the pur·
pose of paying the incidental expenses of the uni\ ersity or
co1kge and as are col"'!sistent with the recommen.ia.:ior1~ of
the council on higher education. !'o money do::-i\ ed from
nonresident tuition or oiher fees paid by studc~!S ~h:11l be
used for any other purpose, except such amount a~ is O\·er
and above that nteded to defray the incidental e>..pemes.

HISTORY, 1978 S 289, § IG4, eff. 6-17-78
KS 4527-49
CROSS REFERENCES

Incidental fees and expen~es. l5A Am Jur 2d. Co!i~;e~ and
Universities § 20
Determination of residence or nonresidence for purp:Jse o: fiX·
ing tuition fees or the like in public school or college. S3 ALR2d
497

r-;o hearing is required to be given to students

who are placed on academic probation or who are dismissed for
ac<.~demic

Propaty and funds. 15A Am Jur 2d, Colleges and Cni\ersities § 32 tO 37

reasons.

OAG 69-269. University authorities have an inherent general
pClwer to m3intain order on campus and to exclude those detrimental to the well-being of the institution.

OAG 73-332. A state university cannot collect a f~ from a
student and pay it to a nonprofit corporation outside tho:= ur:h ersity.
1~.410

HH.380 Practice schools
The board of regents of each of the state universities
or colleges may maintain, in connection with the co1Jege,
'a model and practice school under the supen·ision of
thor0ughly trained teachers for the purpose of giving ob·
~t:rvation and prt!Ctice work to the student teachers.

HISTORY'

KS 4527-50
CROSS REFERENCES

P0wer!' and duties. generally. l5A Am Jur 2d, College:- and
UniHrsities § 5 to 10
OAG 70-149. KRS !60.370 is applicable
of rr:~cti.:e ~cilOCll student.

10

!-mpension ore"-

pu\~ion

l{H..390

I

Interest in contracts prohibited

No r~~ident. prof::ssor, teacher. member of the e:\eCU·
tive council or other officer or employe shall be interested
in any contr:.~ct or purcha~e for the huiiding or repairing
of any structure or furnishinr of any ~upplies for the u~e
of a uni\ersity or college.

HISTORY' 1978 H 661, § 3, eff. 6-17-78
KS 4527-48
CROSS REFERENCES

See Kentucky Legal Forms, Text 1909(3)

Acquisition and sale of property

Each board of regents may, on such tenn5o a..<- i: re·
gards best for the uni\'ersity or college, purch.1se 0r i::~se
land for the purpose of securing the erection of 'r-u:id::lf:S.
and may receive by any legal mode of convey:m~·e. pt.:rchase and hold property of any description that th:: DCI:!.rd
deems necessary for the purposes of the school. 2~~ may
build and construct improvements for such purp:~~:-~ <!r.d
hold or sell the s.:1rne. If a board of regents is u;;::.bi~ to
agree with the owner of such real estate as to its \ :.!lu::. or
to its purchase, it may proceed in its own name to condemn such real estate in the manner provided in the Eminent Domain Act of Kentucky. Re.:1l estate acquir~d by
purch:::tse or condr:mn::nion sha11 be paid for out of m~n:.-y
apprnpriated to the university or college. Each b~~a~d Cli
regents may, when it regards it best for the s::h~>a!. ~ell
and convey any re.:1\ estate. buildin£:.S or equipmen: r:••ne-d
by it. but the proo:cr:ds arising. from the sale must b= re:nvested in other re.J.I estate, buildings and equir:-r::1em for
the u.se of the university or college.

HISTORY' 1976 H 93, § 69. cff. 6-19-76
KS 452i-+t 4527-51
CROSS REFERENCES

Commonwealth to be named as grantee or property
de\'ised to state, 56.030

~iHn

or

Property and funds.. 15A Am lur 2d. Colleg_es and L'ni\eTSi·
ties § 3: to 37

':
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I

Am0unl of property which may be condemned for public
school. 71 ALR2d 1071
224 Ky 184, 5 S\\'(2d) 1062 (1928), Bo.:lfd of Regents for
Kentucky ~ormal School v Engle. It has since been
held that this act restricted the power of the board to ~ell real estate in order to provide for the debts then e>.i'>ting and that by
the Acts of 1916, p. 636, this power was divesied from the
board.
OAG S0-295.
Real property owned by a state university
must be sold at apprai-.e-d value unless the 5ecretary of finance
deems it in the best interest of the Commom~oealth 10 proceed
orhcrv.·isc;.
\\'e~tcrn

have on hand in the dt.:pository at any one (I) time. The

depository shall hold for the board, subject to its withdrawal at any time, all funds deposited by the treasurer
or any agent of the board, and shall pay over to such per-

son and in such mar,ner as the board directs all funds so
deposited. The depository shall keep full and complete accounts of all the board's funds, make such reports to the
board or its :1uthori2ed agents as the board directs, and
keep and turn over to the successor of its office all
records relating to its transactions and duties together
with all public funds on hand.
HISTORYo

KS 4527-55
CROSS REFERENCES

16~.420

I

Tre~surer; duties of

The tre.::!surer of each board of regents !'hall receive
and disburse all money under the control of the board,
perform all acts that pertain to his office under the direc·
tion of the board. ::md make a report of the same to the
board at its quarterly meeting. In August each year the
trc:asurer shall make and furnish to the board of regents,
to be by it tr~n~mirted to the superintendent of public instruction. an abstract containing full accounts of all
money re::eived ar.d di:.bursed by the school during the
preceding year. stJ:ing from what source received and on
what account paid out, and the amount paid to each
profe:;~or. teacher or official of the school.
HISTORY,

KS

~527-56
CROSS REFERENCES

Money to be paid into state treasury. 4 L070
Ref\Ort!> of financi.:J.l condition tO be made to state board for
elemc~tary and se.:ondary education, 157.060
Po..,.~rs a~d

duties.

gener:~.\Jy.

Money to be paid into state treasury, deposits in designated
depositories. 41.070
Conditions of bonds of depositories of public funds, 62.060 to
62.0SO

Control and dispcsirion of funds and propeny. 15A Am Jur
2d, Coliegcs and Cniversities § 35

16-1-,4.50 S:.:crctary;

HISTORYo

CROSS REFERENCES

O:T;.:::rs: and faculty. 15A Am Jur 2d.
ties § 11

HISTORYo

KS

Repealed
IQ46 c 27, § 39, eff. 6-19-46

~527·5~

16-i.-+-+0 D'-'pository; bond and duties of

I

E:!.:h bo:.1rd of reg.enrs shall appoint a bank or trust
comp:my r0 ~~rvc :1s it~ depo~itory. The depository sh:tll.
befc1r~· er.te:-inr upon it~ duties. necute a bond for the
f::!ilitfuJ p~;f(J!'"f!"::lflCt' Of the duties Of the office, tO be ap·
pro,·ed by the i:>0:.m!. The bc10d :.hall be gu::.r:mteed hy at
h:a:.: five ( S J ~0h en: p::r:-.onal sureties who5e solvency e:\·
ceed~ th::- amo~l!:t of the bond. or by a suret~ Ctlmp.J.ny
authcrizej 10 do hu,.iness in this state. or through the execution of :.1 colbter~tl bond consistent with the general
banking l:Jws of this qate and the bonding laws applying
to the safeguarding of .,tate funds. The depository shall he
designated fnr a p:;:riod of one (I) ~ c:ar or a pan the-reof.
anc! [l;!iore enterinr upon its duties shall a.:::ree with the
bo:1rd of rt'f't:nts a$ to rhe am0unt of intere'"st to bt' {'3id
on average daily or a' crag:: monthly balances. The interest shall not be less than two per cent (2!ie) if the
board pays the premium on the depository bond. The
penal sum of the depository bond shall be determined by
the hoard of regents and shall as nearly as possible CO\'ef
the :na:\.imum amount of money that the board might

and compensation

KS 4527-52

15A Am Jur 2d. Colkges and

Uni' er~icJ:!S § 5 to 10

16~..+30

d~,;ries

The secretary of each board of regents shall keep and
prepare all rec0rds. books and papers belonging to the
board. He shall keep a journal of the proceedings of the
board in which. if requested by any member of the board,
the "yeas" and "nays" on all questions shall be entered.
He shall prepare. under the direction of the board. all re·
ports and e!>timates. and shall e"ecute all matters belong·
ing to his office. His compensation shall be fixed by the
board.

Coll~g~

and L"ni\ersi-

to 16

16-t.-.:.60 Report of president

The pr::-sident of each universit\' or colier.e shall make
his bo:.1rd of regents wrinen re;"l"arts in duPlicate during
Augus: e:Jch year. The reports sh:.1l1 cOnt3in a full acc0unt
of receipts of money from all ~ources. amount and pur·
pose of di:.bursements thereof, and the condition of the
university or college.
to

HISTORYo

KS 4527-53
CROSS REFERENCES

Reports: of fmam:ial condition to b:: t'!1<Jd::: to state t.oard for
and !>econdary education. 157.0CIO

eJer.··~fll:lfY

O:ti~·ers and faculty. ISA Am Jur :?:d.
ties § 11 to ltJ

1M.470 Funds to be

u~ed

Colh-g~

and l"ni\!."rsi-

as specit'il•d

All a~rr0priati0ns. grant!>. gifts. heqll':St5 and dona<ions
to a ~ni\ ersity N c0lit:ge for a !>pe.:ified u5e shall be ap·
plit.:d to such use and no other.

HISTORYo

KS 4527-57
CROSS REFERENCES

Pri\·ate donation!>; ht'quests and de\-lses. 15A ..tun Jur 2d. Colleges and l;ni\ er~iries § 37

E
-

'

.'
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I

t~..t75
Allhcation of enrollment positions by state
schools of medicine and dentistry; c0mpetiti'e sdection of
entering class mt·dical, dl:r.t:!l or law students

(l) The hnards of trust"es of the state colh:ges and uniwrsities alTering degree p: O£T2mS in medicine or dentisti)'
shall allocate ~evemy percent (iO%) of the enrollment positions for the entering class each year, equa11y among
ea::h of the Kentucky congr::ssional districts, using the
population of each congres..,ional district as determined by
the last decennial fed.:ral census to determine that
district's proportion of the positions, and shall assign
these apportioned enrollment positions for each district to
those applicants who are legal residents in that congressional district.
(2) Fifteen percent (15o/c) of the remaining positions
shall be allocated to the state at-hrge and assigned to applicants who are legal residents at any place within the
state of Kentucky.
(3) Any qualified lepl resident shall have a preference
in securing an a:-;signment to a position when compared to
a nonresident.
(4) The total numher of nonresidents assigned positions
shall not exceed fif;:een percent (15%) of the total entering class enrollment positions assigned for any school
year.
(5) The selection of entering class medical, dental or
law students sh<1ll be ac.:0mplished competitively with due
consideratiOn being gi\ en scholastic standings. recom·
mendations of the pie-professional advisory committees of
the various schools where the applicants pursue the preprofessional acade~ic program, and their performance on
any required admission test. and any other procedures
that deal fairly with the applicant group as a whole.
HISTORY'

1978 S "I.§ 4. eff. 6-17-78
CROSS R::FERENCES

Admi~sion of students to state colleges and uni\'ersities. I SA

Am Jur 2d. Colle2es and Liniversiti'es § 17
Construction ;nd application of agreement by medical or social work student 10 wori: in particular position or at particular
location in e";:h~nge for financial aid in meeting costs of education. 83 ALR3d 1:!73
COSSTITCTJOSALin·:

OAG '78-576. P.Jis statute is so vague, indefinite and unclear
as to be inop::rative and void for uncertainty in meaning and suffers ~eHral con~wutional inf~rmities.

\'ETER.-\~5·

164.4-SO

I

SCHOLARSHIPS

\\"ar n•tcran's scholarships grantcd

Every. pt'rson who w:.ts engaged in any branch of the
military or naval sen·ice of the United States. pn.:~cribed
and classified hy the l.;niu~·d States war department as a
pan of such ~ervice. during: the wars thot v.ere declared
on April 6, 1917. ::J.nd any wars d~cbred th:::re:.tfter. respectively, and who at tht time of his enlis~ment was a
resident of Kentucky. is entitled to a free schobrship in
any state higher educational institution that he chooses
for a period required for the completion of the course of
study selected by him. The ~cholarship includes fret!' tuition. matriculations and other fee~. room rent. fud and

16~.505

lights, and the ad\'antages and privileges of the institution,
but does not include free board. Provided, however, that
if the ft'deral go\'ernment pro\'ides for the education of
veterans of any of the wars herein referred to, then this
~ection shall not apply to such veterans.
HISTORY' 1952 c 41. § II, eff. 6-19-52
19-14 c 38; KS 4527-31. 4S27-32
CROSS REFERENCES

S~holarships.

15A Am Jur 2d, Colleges and t:ni\·ersities § 19

Puhlic payment of !Uition, scholarship, or the like as rl!spects
sectarian school. 81 ALR2d 1309

get

OAG 75-311. A veteran cannot refuse federal b:=nefits and
J.\.~ntucky benefits.

]6. .t.t90 Scholastic requirements for scholarship

Ali persons eligible to the scholarship provided by
KRS 164.480 shall meet the scholastic entrance requirements prescribed by the university or coliege for the
cour~e of study chosen by the applicant.
HISTORY,

KS 4527-33
CROSS REFERENCES

Tuition and scholarships. l5A Am Jur 2d, Colleges and t:niversities § 19
Pubbc paymen: of tuition. scholarship. or the like as res;:-<:cts
sectarian ~chool. 8\ ALR2d 1309

164.500 Application for scholarship
E3ch applicant for the scholarship pro\'ided by KRS

16-t.-+SO shall file his application ior admission at ieast
thiny (3Q) dJys prior to the beginning of the semester of
the s::hool year at which he desires to enter. T.."''e i1;Jpl!:3.tion ~. . hali be accomj":mied by his certificate of honorJ~le
discha:-f!t from the sen·ice. which shall be returned to him
upon ::~dmi!tance.
HISTORY

K.S 4527-34
CROSS REFERENCES

T-.::lon and "::ho\ . m.hips.. 15A Am Jur :!d. Colleges and t:niversi:ie~ ~ \9
Fuhii:: r~•ym::nt of tuition. ~::twlar~hip. or 1he lil..e a5o rcs~ts
sect:~.r:an ~::ho.:JL 81 ALR2d 1309

1 6-+505 E:xemption from matriculation or tuition fee
of d~'p.;:·nd..:-nts, widow or widower of sen·icc-mcn or n3·
tiona! ~unrdsmcn killed while ir. scn·ice or h:ning ciieC as
a result of senicc-conn~cted rlis::.bility

(l) Any person whose parent or any n0n-rern:.J.:-ri~d
widow or wid0wer whose spouse was a resid~nt of the
CommonweJ.!th of Kentucky upon joining the J\..::ntu:ky
national gu:1rd or emrance into milit:.try ~en:ice and \1. ho
wa~ killed while ~ep·ing in state J.cti,:e duty, acti\·o;: duty
for tra1nin~. ina:ti\'c' duty training with the 1-\.!::-:ruck~ nJ·
ticm::l gu::J.rd or in ;.he armed for.:es of the l"nited S:.:J;es
dunng a na:wr.a1 emergency. or wars de.::bred by Congress or a:titlllS of the United !\stions or was killed by
hostile fire while on active duty in the anned forces of
the United States or the Kentucky national guard or who
died a~ a result of a sen·ice-connected disability shall not
be required to pay any matriculation or tuition fee ~.;;x,n

•
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his admission to any state supported university, junior college or ,·ocati0nal training inqitution.
(2) In order to obtain the hl:ne!its conferred by subsec.
tion (1), the parent-child relationship must be shown by
birth certificate, adoption papers or other documentary
evidence. The spousal -relationship must be shown by a
marriage certificate or other documentary evidence. The
parr.:nt's or spouse's service and the cause of death must
be evidc::nced by certification from the records of the Kentucky depanmc:nt of military aff::1irs or the veterans' administration records, or the d:::partment of defense of the
Cnited States. In event one so admitted to a state suppaned university, junior cc !lege or voc3tional training institution under the provisions of this section shall have
obtained a c2sh sch0b.r~hip. pJ.id Oi payable to such institution, from whate'"er s0urce. the amount of such scholarship shall be applied to the crt:dit of such applicant in· the
payment of incidental r.:."Xf'e-~:-.:::s of his attendance at such
institution, and any b;:.bnce. if the terms of the scholarship pc:rmit, sha.ll be r~:ur;~.ed w such applicant.
HISTORYo !978 S 155, § 6. e!T. 6-17-78
!974 S 155, § 1. S 156. § I; 1972 S 199, § 1; 1956 c

201

I

CROSS R=:FE!=!ENCES

ln::id:=ntal fees and
Uni . .·ersities § 20

t:.'.rem~.

!SA Am Jur 2d, Colleges and

OAG i9-~P.6. A ~t"J.:ent wou.;d be entitled to a tuition refund
of timely "-P?ii::a:i~m ior enu:i~::1ent which had been made but
h:~d tx:en Cch~ed br '>Cime n:a-..:m not caused by the student.
Tnere are no age or t::n:: i:mHa:ions on receipt of benef:ts under
thi!. statute.
OAG i3-60.
spondence

Fre:- tuition for war orphans includes corre-

cour~es.

OAG 69-300. S.:hotmhip privileges in state-supponed institutions of higher education for a student whose father was killed
in service are not limited b~· the zge of the student.
OAG 65-11~. St:~te i:1o;;:i:utions of higher leaminf have o-...erall respon!>ibility of dcterm!!:t;lf v.. hether applicants for veteran<;'
schobr.htps po'>'..c~<; m. .::::s\ar) qualifications. The role of the
veterans: .:dmini~tration is to furnish rating held by parent who
is a '""eteran.
OAG 6i-430. "\.ietnnm War .. should be included in determi~ir.g cli~ibility und::r J...:.RS 164.505(1) and KRS 164.515(1).

I

OAG 63-7f:.~. A child of a dece:!"td war \"W:ran rna~ avail
hi;n ... df of ".::hoL~~hir h::n::fit~ accorded by KRS 164.505. ewn
though ....:1id chiid i~ :..Jo;-•ttd by a stepfather and the child"s uame
char.gcd accordii<gly
1956 OAG 39.~9.3. It IS our opinion that the legislature intended to rt:mm·c rhe requirement of tuition for a rcr~on whose
f:.thc: v..as either b!led o; ~-.:t> ... tquently died as the re~ult of a
~~rvi:e-connt.".:Jed c: ...;).:-:!uy during a war de:brcd by C0nfre~s or
actions of the l"r:t:.e::: ~311on~.

164.510 Repealed
HISTORYo

1944

KS 4517-35 .

c 38. § :> e!T. 3-20-44

.!~~7-36

236

164..515 Spouse or child of permanently disabled r.a·
tional guardsman, war ntcran, prisoner of '\4ar, or se:n·
iceman missing in action exempt from tuition; conditions
(1) The spouse, regardless of age. and any child or or·
phan of a permanently and totaliy disabled member of the
Kentucky national guard injured while on state active
duty, active duty for training, or inactive duty training, a
permanently and totally disabled war veteran or pri~oner
of war or member of the armed serYices dechred mi5.sing

in action, who is over the age of seventeen (1 i) and under
the age of twenty-three (23) shall not be required to pay
any matriculation or tuition fee upon his admission to any
state suppor1ed institution of higher educatior. or to any
state supported vocational traini:1g school for :: period not
in excess of thirty-six (36) months in order to obtain a di·
ploma. nor in excess of the lc:sser number of mor.tb required for a certificate of completion.
(2) To be entitled to benefits under this s-ection the
parent of the child claiming benefits if livi;;_g: must be
ratc:d permanently and to:ally di~abled for p=:1sion purposes or one hundred per cent (lOOC:C) disabi:::d for compensation purpo~es by the United S~ates veter:!ns' administration of the department of defense or if de~eased the
claim to benefits is to be based on the rating held by the
veteran at the time of death or if a prisoner of war or
missing in action, must have been declared as such by the
department of defense. Members of the Kentucky national
guard must be rated permanently and totally disabled as
provided in KRS Chapter 342. Tne parent's or spouse's
service must be evidenced by cen:ification from the
records of the Kentucky department of military affairs,
veterans' administration records. or the depar.:ment of defense of the United States.
(3) In the absence of cenifi::ation of permanent and
total disability by the hentud:y workers' compensation
board, the United States veter:.n·s administra~ion or the
department of defense. medic.::! e .... idence sho\\ing permanent and tOtal disability or the exisience of pennanent
and total disability for a period of at least thirty (30) days
immediately prior to death may be accepted. if this e\idence is signed by a physician iicensed to practice or an
official of an accredited medical hospital.
(4) The parent-child rebtionship must be sho~~tn by
birth certificate, legal adoption papers or other documentary evidence. Tiu! spousal rebtion~hip must be shown by
a marriage certificate or other do:umentary evicience.
(5) To entitle a spouse. child or orph:!n to benefit
under thi~ section the dis.::tbled member of ~he national
guard or war veteran li\·ing or d~.;c:aseC must h.:!\·~ ~erved
~n state active duty, activ~ duty for tr:1ininf.. or ina;tive
duty training with the national guard or du:-i:1g time of
war or the Korean conflict or sub~equent pericxl5> of fc::derally recognized hmtilities or ho.' e heen disabi::d by hostile
fire in the armed forces of the l;nited St:~.tes. and his discharge tht.:refrom must have been under honcr:tble conditions. He must be a resident or if de;ea~ed, was a resid:=nt
of th~ Commonwealth of Kentucky.
{6) "So provi~ion of this ~e.;tion !>hall serve to c~ny
these benefits to an eligible spou~e. child. or orrhan. who
enlists, or who fulfills a military obligation, in the armed
forces of the United States and is discharged therefrom
under honorable conditions; such period of tim: spent in
the military ~enice to be compensated by liL:.e time.
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beyond the age of twenty-three (23) years if rt>quircd. but
not in e:\ccss of the period of enrollment as set forth in
subsection (1) above.
(7) The marriage of an eligible child, or orphan, shall
not serve to deny full entitlt:ment to the benefits provided
in this section.

HISTORY, 1978 S 155, § 7, efT. 6-17-78
1974 S 155, § 2, S 156, § 2; 1972 S 199, § 2. H 115;
1966 c 200, § I; 1960 c 92, § I to 5
CROSS REFERENCES

Tuition :md

~chol:mhips.

15A Am Jur 2d.

Colie,ge~

:::nd Uni-

\'ersitie!- § 19

Public payment of tuition, scholar::.hip, or the like

a.~ r:::~pccts

M:Ctarian !>chool. 81 ALR2d 1309

OAG 79-528. When a child entitled to the benefit!- under
KRS 164.515 selects a program of education and compietes. that
program and rcceives. a certificate of completion. diploma or degree. the c=ntit!:::m~nt tO free tuition benefits is exhausted.

I
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164.510 Irredtcrr.able bond for btnefit of Cnhers.ity
of Kentucky and Kentucky State Cnh·ersity
The bond issued by the commissioners of the si1~king
fund to them~elves as trustees for the Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Kentucky and the State ~ormal
School for Colored Persons of Kentucky, be.arine- cbte
July 1, 1897, for the sum of SI65,0'JO and be~ring i~terest
at the rate of six per cent (6%), payable sem:annually, remains in force and constitutes a perpetual o!Jiigation of
the Commonwealth. and the interest thereon is a perpetual charge upon the treasury. The depar~ment of finance shall, on the first day of J::muary and on the first
day of July each year, draw its warrant on the si.ate
treasurer fOi the sum of S627.75 in favor of the tre.:!~urer
of Kentucky Srate University, and its warrant on the state
treasurer for the sum of $4,322.25 in favor of the
tre.::tsurer of the Cniversity of Kentucky.

HISTORY, 1952 c 41, § 12, efT. 6-19-52
KS 4591a
CROSS

REFEAE.~CES

OAG 7G-:!S6. K RS 164.515 does not permit a policy of prorating month~ of eii£ibility depending upon the number of course
hours taken in a ~t:mester.

Issuance of bonds for s-chool purpos::s. 64 Am Jur :!d, Public
Securiries and Obiip:ivns § 120

OAG 79-:S6. A student would be entitled to a tuition refund
if timet~ appii.;:l:ion for t'ntitlement had been made but had been
delayed for .. n:-:1e re;!.son not caused by the student.

REGIO:-<AL CO:"-IPACT

OAG 75-~65. A student entitled to free tuition who starts in
undergraduate ~choo\ and. without graduating. transfers tO a
professionai proi!ram. continues to be eligibie until he graduates.
completes thiny-sL\ months. or becomes twenty-three years of
age.
OAG 7.!-6ll. A person did not lose his eligibility for free
tuition when h:: t:raduated from f"otre Dame after having only
received frt:e tuitinn for s.io; hours of summer s~hool.
OAG i3-516. KRS 16-1.515 entitles the continued waiver of
tuition for tht' periocl of enrollment being a LOtal of not more
than thmy-~ix schor.,J months, to a child of a parent who at the
time the c~i!d wa., admitted to a state-surr-.oned educational institution. bC h~--en dt:cbred a prisoner of war, regardless of the
now ch:mge.:: mi!n:.~ry st.:Jtus of the parent.
OAG i.?:-161. A child or orphan receiving tuition beneftts
under KRS lth.51~ io~t..~ further benefits when (I) he completes
thiny-sh. nwn!h!> of tr:.tining. (2) receives his diploma or degree.
{3) attaim ht':> 1\.\enty-third binhday.

OAG 6"7 ·: ~·9. A qudent who will complete his thirty-sixth
month of tu:::t,n-f~,..;: cdu~:.~tion or re:.~ch his twc::my-third htrthd:ly durinf a ~t·f!:~~t::r. ~~ n01 entitled to free lllition fnr the t""ntire
semester and :Jtt;;:!Hi:tn::c at ~umrner ~chool must he included tn
the comput::nion of the thirty-sixth months.

I
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OAG 06-635. A child or orph:m who is digible for and recei\·es h<:n=fm under KRS IM.515 and who receives a dipk1ma
or certifi::ate of c~·mpieuon of a program of study after re:ei\·in!;
o;.uch h::nef:ts. is. not e:nnl:.-d to further hcnefi!s under the statute
although th~ chiid or orphan is still under th! age of !\.\ ::ntythree yean..
OAG 6.3-896. In order to qualify for benefits accorded by
KRS 164.515. all conditions must be met at the time the application is made.

164.530 Rl•gional c0mpact of southern stares for educational sen·ices: approval and sigr:ature of
(1) The reg:icmal compact of southern S!ates for re·
gional educational services [the te:xt of which is set fonh
at length in chapter 252 of the Acts of the 1950 general
assembly] be and th~ same is hereby apprOYed and the
state of Kentucky is hereby declared to be a pany
theretO. and the agreements, con:nants, and obiig:nions
therein are dr:dared to be binding upon the state of Kentucky.
(2) The governor shall sign an engrossed copy of the
compact and ~ufficit:nt copies be proYided so that every
state approving the comract shall have an engross.ed copy.
HISTORY:

1950 c 252, eiT. 3-25-50
CROSS REFERE!'.;CES

Re!'idcncy status de"termincd for p:1ni..:ipation in c::tmract programs, 13 KAR 2:010
Comp:.tcts h::twet'n H:lte!>. i2 Am Jur :!d. States.
and D::pendcncics § 5

Territon~.

I6-L3.W
Conncil on higher l'C~ucation c!-::s:ip1:ued
agency of state for purposes of n·:;ional cumpacr: restric·
tions concerning ::\"t'grocs
(I) The council on higher edu~.1tion in I-:.emucky as
defined in KRS 164.010 is haeby desi~r,at:--d as the
~gency 0f the Common,~ealth of Kentuck~ ..:h:.!~g:::-d with
the te~:;'c~:-ihiluy ::nd ,·ested with all n:-:-~s.::u;.· au:hl'rity.
subject 10 tht' ccmditiom <~nd re~tricrions set ou! in ~~t-
section 12) of this ~ection, to carry out the o"oliptiom.
panicipate in the planning and negotiations. and administer the rights. benefits and privileges. de\"oh·ing upon the
Commonwealth of Kentucky and its citizens pursuant to

,.
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
Investment Policies and Procedures

The investment policies and procedures for the investment
of monies and securities owned by or under the custodial care
of the Murray State University Foundation are established by a
joint Investments Committee. The joint Investments Committee
is comprised of two members of the MSU Foundation Board of
Trustees and two members of the Murray State University Board
of Regents.
The joint Investments Committee meets twice a year just
prior to the regular Board meetings of the MSU Foundation, and
at such other times deemed necessary. A report of invested funds
is prepared by the MSU Foundation staff and distributed to members
of the joint Investments Committee, the Vice President for
Administrative Services, and the Vice President for University
Services at quarterly intervals, and to the full Board of Trustees
at semi-annual meetings. Periodic reports are made to the Board
of Regents by the President.
In addition, quarterly earnings
reports are given to the Alumni Office and other entities having
substantial scholarship investments in the Foundation,
The investment policies and procedures currently followed
by the MSU Foundation have evolved gradually since the formation
of the Foundation in 1946. Primary attention, however, was
commenced in 1974 upon the receipt of several substantial gifts
from estate bequests.
The investment policies currently followed are stated below:
1. Cash funds available for investment shall, whenever
possible, be pooled into amounts of $100,000 or more,
2. Cash funds shall be invested generally in non-speculative
financial institutions through a process of competitive bidding,
and for periods of three months to four years.
In some cases,
when deemed advantageous to the Foundation, investments may be
negotiated.
3. Above the $100,000 insured by FDIC or FSLIC, investments
in financial institutions must be secured (collatoralized) with
appropriate government securities.

I

4. A maximum investment of $250,000 - $300,000 shall be
held in any one institution at a given time.
(Exception: A
local negotiated arrangement for 14-day investment of chec~ing
account funds, as permitted by cash flow requirements.)

..
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
Investment Policies and Procedures
Page 2

5. All scholarship funds matched with the Hurley bequest
funds shall be held in and invested by the MSU Foundation.
6. Pooled investment earnings shall be pro-rated to the
individual investment accounts in accordance with the amount
of funds invested.
7. No investment shall be placed with any institution on
the basis of political favor, friendship, or influence by any
official, alumnus or friend of the University. Competitive,
safe, and best bids shall be sought for all funds invested by
MSU Foundation officials.
8. No charges for administrative expenses shall be assessed
against any permanent scholarship fund.account.
9. Funds in checking accounts will be invested in negotiated short-term (14-30 days) certificates of deposit, as cash
flow needs and legal requirements permit.

I

10. The purchase and sale of investment securities (stocks
and bonds) and investment real estate shall be authorized by the
Investment Committee.
The funds in the MSU Foundation are of two types: Restricted
and unrestricted. Restricted funds are limited to the restricted
purpose for which the funds were placed in the custody of the
Foundation. Unrestricted funds are the property of the MSU
Foundation and may be used in accordance with the Articles of
Incorporation and the stipulations of the governing Board of
Trustees.
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